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INTRODUCTION
In the industry of manuiacturing polyethyleneg, ly￠ol, in adclitiork t(,} 'L]/ie c}r}ti,mum

condition of manufacturing procedure, it is of great iinportauce t{), prcxiuce thee
colourless or very white polyethyleneglycols for its wide uses. This $'t,udy aimecl at
to get the optirnum condition for its industrials manufacture and hc〉w to uavc}ia the
colouring on manufacturing without bleaching, for instance, by IIaC)tt etc.

SYNTHETIC REACTION OF POLYETHYLENEGLYCOLS
On CataIytic Reaction in the Polymerization Reaction

Bordered on a molecular weight some 1540", as the cataly$is, Na(1)II is gene‑

rally used for the synthesis below M.W. 1540, but CH30Na is used above M.W,
1540. The author guesses that the very relation of the equilibrium

HONa + HO.C}IrCH2eOH=HOH + NaQ‑CH ,}‑CH2.0H (1)
(or its polymer)
or

CH,)ONa + HOeCH2‑CH2.0Hl!= CHsOH + NaO.CH:‑CHt,,OH (L,)
(or its polymer)
is the catalysis of polymerization. reaction. NaOH or CHBONa in itself can not be
expected as the catalysis, but they are no more than the staffs which sttpply the
catalysis (1) or (2). Malcing on array in order to grow to the polymers by a very
little Alkali, Na‑" ions must s'nift from polymer to polymer, and then for tha benefit
of activity of Na'i' ions there must be H20 which gives the relation (1). It is certain

for H20 to back up the catalytic reaction, the same is true for CHsOH or like
matters too. This is the reason why the trace of HLO is said to be the active
ca'talyst for the polymerization. i)

The CH30Na catalyst is helped by CH30H, in the same way as the NaOH
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catalyst is done by HLO. According to P. B. report, therefore, CHsONa in 10%
methanol solution is added into oxydwachs, and after stirring, the inetho.nol is

driven out by vacuum. Tlae author, however, conjectures that it perhaps cannot
be thoroughly driven out, In order to expel the H20 and CHnOH out of the system,
it will be required high vacuum and much time etc.2) This is seen. in the case of
fractional precipitations too.

Different from the case of CHBOH, when NaOH and HL)O are used as catalyst,
it is not necessary to add H20 moreover, because even on the treatment with the
vacuum distillation of glyco!, the latter is so hygroscopic that it is di￡Eicult to
remove H20 from it perfectly. ]t, is clear for glycol to hydrogene･･‑boncl from the
view‑point of its high boiling poii'it, HL,O in glycol will be hold by the phenoinenon
of solvation, It is anologized 'from the fact that, even if glycol is distilled in vacum,

there is a minute amount of aldehyde contained in it, which is te$ted easily from
the reduction of Tollen'$ reagent. It is useful to remeiinbor the fact that, in the

use of CH30Na as catalyst, vacuuin is applied when methanol is driven out, but, as

seen in P. B, report, it is not driven out even near the reaction temperature,
therefore, a certain amount of methanol will remain in the oxydwachs which is
got polymerization,

NaOII Catalyst at the Case below M. W. of about 154e

The reason why NaOH is used as the ca:alyst of polyrnerization instead of
CHsONa i$ perhaps the followings:

(1) The treatment of NaOH is easier than CHsONa, the latter require$ special
preparation and care on using for its high hygroscopic nature,

(2) For the hygroscopic property of glycol, CH30Na is inclined toseparate into

CH30H and NaOH:
(3) When the reaction temp, is 1300C or higher, the more volatile methanol of
lower boiling point than HLO is inclined to dz'iven out, and tlLe catalytic condition

of Eq. (2) becomes unsatisfactory, consequently the reaction wil! become longer. It
is still more so when ethylene oxide is passed through the system bsfore the poly‑
merization in order to remove the catise of colouring or aldehyde in glycol,

(4) Generally alcohol, ROH, is polymerized to a long chain molecule with
ethyleneoxide in alkaline solution, In the same way it is found that the alkaline

methanol or CHBONa becomes CHsOCI{{2CH20Na with ethyleneoxide, and so it is
llot desirable to use CHsONa as catalyst with CHsOH on starting from glycol of
low molecular weight.
After all, CHBONa is difficult to treat for the sake of its extraordinary hygros‑

copicity, for if it is used like the statement of P, B. report, CHsONain rnethanol
solution is added to the system, then it is necessary to drive out needless methanol

by vacuum. On the other haiid in the case of NaOH, its catalytic activity is given

by the trace of H20 already held in glycol, together with the H20 produced in

the Eq. (!). They become a help for Na+ ions to niove about in tlzac}, syst,am fic,)r

growing of polyethyleneglycol in an array to Iong chains. 'L'he ar'nc}Lint o'C IIu,O
yielded by equilibriuni relation (1) will be insufliicient for i;he polyn),c･}rizeit;ion rc}itction,

and the trace H20 already exi$ted in glycol will participate in itt,

CII30Na Catalyst at the Case above M. W, of about 1540
Methanol CH30ff: Methanol is a polar orgaiiic solvent,it is clt')se t,o ionic: c(}m‑
pouncl rather than non‑polar coinpouncl, ancl its abili'Ly of soltiti(}n is ric,tti,r$cm'iewhgLt

to water than ethanol. Methanol is comparatively stable in All〈ttli, but: it r.)rc)cJttccts
methylate with cc)ncentrated Alkali, Methylate is reinak'1"tzbly hyscresc:c)I)ic iincl tlte
following reactzi('en is reversible:
Ma(,)〈,'i･i3 + H2 O〈pmww〉"NaO}I + CH"OH (rever$ible.)

(NaOCH3 ‑i‑ C}i[sOH) is colourless and very hygroscopic cry$ta1, Soclitmi mest,1'iylatee
has soine electric conductivity3) in nietha.nol solution, ancl in t,}}is casc) thee ni{}1)i!ity

of Methyl‑ion has been measurecl4).
From the above, the activity of Na'‑ in CHsOH is anologizc:ci simil(tr t(/) Na‑k
ion in HL.O.

HL･O ‑F CHL, ‑CHIL, 〉 HOCIIg‑ CHLOH, dll ‑/:‑'ca, ･･‑･'.･.)iS kcal. lmol.

Xo/ Glycol

ROE[ + CxH̀L'oim/C:H 〉 RPCHL'G‑ly2oH/s?rllll dl‑I"ca･ ""'k'5 1〈cal./mol,

From these same values of AH5), it will have something in conmmn that $uch
reactions like these are carried out generally near 130eC (similar tw thee ease of
phenols and naphthols). The reaction

CH,OH + CH, ‑ CH, ‑ CH,OCH,) ‑ CH,OH
×/
o
produces in general the compound of mono‑molecular ether fonn by Ezcid cataly$t,
moreover alcohols and phenols polymerize to long chain melecules or poly‑‑moleeular
ether form with alkali catalyst.

Methylglycol: Molecular weight, 76; boiling point qt 740mmHg, 1240C; DdU",
O. 967; evaporation time (ether==i), 34, 5. If methylg!ycol is produced, it reacts with

aldehyde in the system,

2CHsOCH2CH2pl‑CHsCHO 〉 CHaCH'(OCHuCHL,OCHB〉M"HLO,
this is found by HCI acidic at 250C. 6) This will perhaps occur with alkaline catalyst

too, if HCI becomes acid‑base catalyst in cornmon with acid and alkaline mecliums.

Industrial preparation of glycolether is performed by the method similar to the
preparation of glycol and diglycol,5) The end group of synthetized high polymer,

which is ‑OH group, can easily methylate or acetyiate. From these facts, it is
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seen that the polymer, the end group of which is ‑CHe group, can be produced
frorn CHsONa too. The molecular weight of polyoxyethylene analized from the end
group method coincides well with that measured by the freezing point method,

HOCH20CH2CHLOny････････CH20CHL,OH : cr‑polyoxymethylene

(CH30) CH20CH2CH20･････････CH20CH2(OCHs) : methyl compound
In a substance, its dielectric constant being G, the work done, requiring to
separate one valency positive and negative ions, electricities are tte, from a distance
r to oo, is e2/Er. Ditlfferent from the (':ircurnstances in a paraffin (E =2) or vacuum,
CH30Na will tend to dissociate in i/ht), non‑water solvent of methanol (c::‑=‑･31. 8) into

CHsO‑ and Na+ ,similar to the dissocjation of NaOH into Na+ and OH‑' in Iff,,O (c :

sO). This is surmised frozn the fact that CH30Na has an electric conductivity, for

electricity will be transported mainly by ions in this case. Thus methanol has
large e‑value, hence the value e2/fir becomes small; therefore, CHaONa will easily
dissociate into CH30‑ aiid Na+ ions which will be solvated by CH30H in the $ystem.

As getting above M, W, ca, 1540 and the number of oxyethylene groups ine‑
creasing, poiyethyleneglycol loses its solubility in HLD little by little. Therefore,

when in the system .in which the equilibrium Eq. (1) 'acts as catalyst, the faculty

of H20 that gives the ability for Na'F ion to travel from a molecule to a molecule

becomes smaller, then methanoi must take the place of H20 which is lower
soluble than the former as a polar organic solvent in connection with polyethyl‑
eneglycol, and being replaced NaOH by CHaONa, equilibrium Eq. (2) becomes to act
as catalyst.

One rnethod to make use of CHsONa as Catalyst: According to P. B. report, on
starting from oxydwachs, methanol solution of 10% CHBONa is added to it and
stirred to mix well, in the next place methanol is eliminated under vacuum, more‑
over expelled out by passing N2, and finally the contents are heated at 120aC.
This procedure requires a skillful treatment about the extraordinary hygroscopic
nature of CHsONa, and applying thi$ method it is convenient to save the procedure

to remove the methanol which is used for preparation of CHsONa ancl protected
the latter from the moisture in the air, Moreover from above treatment the $ur‑
viving CHaOH which cannot perfectly be removed out gives an activity to CHsONa
as catalyst together with the methanol produced by equlibriurn Eq, (2). It is believed

that the trace CHaOH will be needed for the polymerization starting from oxyd‑
wachs, on remembering that the trace H20 is said to be a catalyst as to the forma‑

tion of low molecular polymer. Too much rnethamol is not good, for it produces
methyl cellosoive together with ethyleneoxide by alkali catalyst and,this follows to

grow to methylcarbitoli). NaOH generally has a water of crystalization, and simi‑

larly NaOCH3 makes a colourless and very hygro$copic crystal with CHsOH.
From above consideration, it is clear that at lower molecule NaOH is good for

polymerization catalyst, but for the preparation of the higher rnolecule CM"(1)Na
becomes $uitable than NaOH, In fact the corresponding terms in t,he eqtiilil)x'ium
Eq･ (1) and (2) resernble respectively in nature, There aro experiiuental 'fiLcts that

On using CHsONa as cataly$t for polymerization of M, W, below 15tiO or ()n usi])g

NaOH for M, W. above 1540, in both cases the ctistribu'tion of rnoleeular weight
spreads more than the case of opposite using of catalys.ts. Thes,e 'f‑"tct$ coulcl bit
understood by the property of catalysis as the equilibrium relation (1) en:d 〈L'), for i'f

CHsONa is used in the case of lower molecular weight, it is chang, ed ot!t c:ombining
with the bulk of wuter which is strongly retained by lower glycc)1 tc,} NatOI'I, az;d sw

CHsONa s H20 = CE{BOII + NaOH
the NaOH i$ ditl'icult to act as catalysis by the equilibrium (1) c}n aocwunt, of
lacl〈ing su'flicient H20, consequently Na+ ion is hard to run a'botzt mt,il〈ing Eterive
part of ‑OCH2CHL,OmNa'F; hence partial molecules only becomc}.s apt tt/} polymex'izlt

preferentially, that is, the distribution of rnolecular weight become$ wicler. On the
other hand, if NaOH is used for making the higher glycol tha catalysis (i〉 is not so
adequate as (2), for HLO is so less familiar to higher glycol than {l;I･I?sC)I･I that in

this case the polymerization is not so smooth a$ in the ca$e of cataly$t (:;MeONa
and only partial molecules tend to grow higher, that is, the distributioi'i li)ecomEv･s

wider. In fact from about M. W, 1540 higher the solubility of HLO tc) lx)lygiycol

remarkably decreases (see later tab!e). In the case of using NaO!‑r a$ cataly$t
(O. 26% of starting oxydwachs,) absorption velocit yo'f CL,H4.0 into the sy$'tem, after

M. W. nearly 1540, is much less than in the case of CHeONa (1% of starting
oxydwachs), hence in the tormer case the required molecular weight is not gainecl,
namely beyond expectation the measured viscosity ancl the melting pointare iower,
moreover their ranges are broad (for the standard of the manufacturecl g, oods the
quantity of Na used is restricted). According to P. B. report, for the production

of M. W. 4000 CHsONa is the optimum cataly$t, BFs gives onlya p{)lymer of
lower molecularweight and it is said that Al (OH)s will probably polynaerize CitN4,O
with explosion.

Reaction of Ethylene oxide

The active nature of ethyieneoxide is expre$sed as the following formsi);

H2Cxsf,H.:(+) H291.,CH2 (+)g‑2,Ci‑69H2 H,C‑.,‑CH,i

a8) b8) c8) d9)

In "d" formarr electron bond is conceived, that is, it is supposed that oxygene

atQm is bound to ethylene by means of donor‑acceptor bond utilizing electron in
the double bond.9)

C‑O‑C bond angle 610 41'
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O‑C‑C bond angle 59e 9'
C2H4.0 shovvs neutrality for litmus, but it has basic in the meaning that it
forms oxonium salt with mineral acid anhydride, ancl this is the general nature of
most acyclic ethers. An advanced explanation about this basicity is given by the
fact that C2H4.0 produces with different metalic salts, for instance, MgCIL,, ethyle‑

nechlorhydrine and corresponding metalic hydroxide:

2CH2‑CH2 + 2HL,O + MgC12 〉 2CHL,Cl.CH20H + Mg(OH)2
Most reactions of C2H4.0 consist] in the unfolding of 3‑membered ring; among a
few exception there are the alr.)ove, mentioned formation of oxonium salts and further
probably the formation of like :･t compound (CL,H̀ . O)L,Br2. Chemically hig,h activity

of C2H4.0 is comparable to the behaviour like the two membered system ‑･C:de‑C‑‑･,

as understood from above form "d". The ordinary explanation about the reaction
nature of C2H4.0 is originated in a theory of tensionecl straii:L proposed by Buyi"{.
This theory states that the stres$ or tension within Cell4.0, which causes the valLTes

of bond angle$ biassed 'from those in mQst ordinary aliphatie compound, gives the
characteristic for its chemical activity, Of eourse if such astress or strain is sym‑

metry about the center of molecule, it will increase its stability on a cevtain
occasion, but since the limiting form of mesomeric has not such a porticular sym‑
metry, it is natural to be prone, to react with approaching molecule. In the course

of wavering among the above‑mentioned "a", "b", "c", and "cl" forms, acquiring
the necessary activated energy, the distance between C and O grows $horten, ancl
at the same time a proton moves resulting in that the molecule shifts to acetalde‑

hyde, the more stabilizing form in energy, emitting a free energy of 23.3 kcal,
(under certain investigators, 30.4 or 33.4 kcal). If this new acetaldehyde takes this

emitting energy upon itself, for the sake of its own possessing heat energy it goes

on to decompose into CO and CH4 with activating not yet reacting molecules in
accordance with the Christiansen Kramers' hypothesis.

CHsCHO (Gas) 〉 CO + CH4 + 2. 3 kcal. !mole7)
If before leaving from the reacting system, the new aldehyde reacts with C2H4.0,

producing coloured aldehyde resin, that is, the polyethyleneglycol colours. The
reaction:

ROH + CH2 ‑ CH2 〉 ROCH2CHLOH + ca. 25kcal, 5)

xo/

CH2 ‑ CH2 ‑, CHsCHO + 26.6 kcal. 7)

Xo/

shows that the heat of reaction to the addition polyrnerization of C2H4.0, 22iO)‑25

kcal., is not largely different from that to the energy of isomerism, 26.6‑33.4
kcal.ii) Therefore, the temperature necessary to activate the reactionofCpt4.0 is

that at which the isomerism will occur, Accorditag to sorne invctstigator$ tlie keat
of isomerism is said to be about 24 kcal,lmole, In view of thttse tia￠t$, irk ovclcar t{)
make addition polymerization of CL,H4.0, it will be sure to atcQompany 'tlie cr,ol{')uring

procluct due to the production of alclehyde resin,
Therefore it is necessary to devise for aldehyde not tc) rem}'tin im the systc#m,
not to contact with alkali if possible, and the reaction ten?poi'ct/ttttre nku$t i'xot be

raised over a certain point at every place in t;hat system, $uimning up $" far thee
empirical facts, the optimum reaction temperature is about me5･130̀'C, r'f t,h(ze t"cxkc‑
tion tempera'ture is tt}o high, in acldition to the 'Eact that the isomeri$m gc/".t p, redo"

ininant, some dt.}'p[)kymerizatioi: becomes remarl〈able, By the wety tl'te lxt.at {}t
fOrMation of C2H,ivC,i i$ said to be 17, 7 lccal. /mole. ii,i3)

Reaction ef Ethy]eneoxide in a aeidic aqueous Solution: As above thcit b{md amgte,
in CHL,‑CH2 fairly strains from regular value, accordingly it is ea$y tr,) thpc,:n its

Xo/

ring, and CL,HgnO is extremely active in its x'eaction, Xt is g, enerally ur)clcu'$tc}ocl thnt

glycol is producecl as the result of following reaction,

CIIpt･‑‑CH2 ‑F HL,O 〉 HOCHL)CH20H, alIff::=･ca. ‑‑‑･E)51〈cal,/mc'}L 〈3〉
It is, however, not simple in acidic aqueous solution a$ $uch a i"eaction, iaj) l13c')tix the

simple reaction with HL,O as the above and the catalytic reactioil with ()xonium ion
coexist. By perchloric acid catalyst, the reaction velocity v is

v== [C2H4eO] {ki+kL, [CH3+]} (4〉

Besides this, as a negative ion from the acid takes part in the reaction c}tk $uch an

aqueogs solution including halogeno‑hydrogenic acid or carbonie acicl,in aclditic,nm to
the above two reactions, the following Eqs. (5) ancl (6) participate in 'the reaction.

Ctto‑/CH2+CIH+HttO 〉cC,HHsoCIH+OH; (5〉
CHx, o‑/CHrt CIM+HsO" m'm"〉 g,HH,281t+ HL'O (6)
Eq. (5) is independent of oxonium ion, but Eq. (6) depends the iatter, hence the entire

reaction velocity v becomes

v+ (C,･H4･O) {ki + k2 [OHa'h] + k3 [Ctr] + k4 [Cl‑] [OHs+] (7)
1〈i, k2 are related to glycol production.

k3, k4 " chlorhydrine procluction,
They say as a result of Eq. (5), the ratio of the velocity with which I〈Cl and HCI
consume C2H4.0 is 1:50, but if not so the velocity ratio becomes equal to the :atio

of oxonium ion, namely 1:106).
utilizing the contractien of volume, BRONsTED et al. seeked for the velocity v
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of Eq. (3) by means of dilatometer, There was a relation:

kt ‑‑ k,

'IL', nv 'k,
This explanation was done as follows:

CH. ‑ C}I, + H,O k, CH,OH + OH‑

〉〈lo/ H,o 〉6H,oH H. (s)

CH,, ‑ CH, ‑l‑ l{{,O+ k, CH,ON + H,,O

X〈O/ H20 〉eH,OH H+ (9)

In Eq. (8), a proton is taken a,wa}y from the upper HLO and OWH ion is carried off
from the lower H20. In Eq. (!!'j. i,he upper side turns into an oxonium ion from
which a proton is carried off and OHr ion is taken away from the lower HL,O as well.
In the next piace,

CH ,, ‑ CHL,+ I{ ,D k, CH,,OH ‑l‑ OH‑

XO/ cl: 〉cH,oH (10)

CHx, 6/CHre ‑'̀ tir9" k4, CcHH,LOoHH "i‑ HL'O (m
‑

Eqs. (10) and (11) are not different from Eqs. (8) ancl (9) merely except that the
lower H20 is supplanted by Clm ion, henee

k, m‑ k,
"k,' ‑ 'k,
cemparing Eqs. (8) and (9) with Eqs. (10) and (11), E[sO+, of course, is stronger
acid than H20, the former is more liable to reiease a proton than the latter, therefore,

k,,〉I〈, k4〉k,

This reaction 'is the typical example in which both posi'tive and negative reagents

attack the carbon atoms simultaneously.

Several Kinds of Catalysts and the Reactions between Ethylenoxide and various
Matters

Catalysts: There are Na.OH, KOH, ZnO, A120s, PbO, ZnC12, SnC12,hydrosilicates
Cbleaching earth〉 as weU as Mg, Al, Fe etc.

Reaction of C2Hd.O with various Matters: It is necessary to lmow the reaction
properties of ethyleneoxide for precaution on treatment, According to P. B. report7)
an outline of the reaction properties of C2H4.0 is as follows:

1) Metals
(1. 1) K: In a beaker pure or industrial liquid C2H,i.O and K react with exp}osion.

In sealed tube, however, an explosion occurs' merely with pure C2H4eO and fine‑
grains of K carefully released from xylene adhered to its surface, but xylene

previously added to C2Hd.O does not hinder the explosive reaction. 1% CHsCHO
content largely relaxes the expiosive reaction, namely the explosion occurred after
10‑20 rninutes is prolonged to that after 10‑20 hours.

j

(1･2) Na: Even when CL}H4.0 is heated with Na in sealed fia$k, tlic expl('jsitm dc)Ei$

not occur as in the case of K, Accorcling to the peport of MAAs ancl Boi"Ni･:tc, if Na
contacts with C2H4.0 for a long tirne, the stirface o'f Na chan,ges ai,Kl thct vapour

pressure of C2H4.0 somewhat rises.
(1･3) Other Metals: When C2H4eOis pas$ed on a surface o'f a￠tivated re(lm(:ed iroi,i

Or such Ni, it seem$ to produce ethylene a little at 150"C, $c〉nre more tst 200L"C.
When Mg, Al, Zn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Brass, Hg, Pb ancl Sn are heatk}cl at 9;M')"'C 't(}get,hcr,r

with CEH4･O in sealed tube, violent reactions are not fotmd, $u￠h ￠atalysts as
igniting iron, igniting nickel, activatecl reduced iro},i and activatecl rctducecl nic:kei
do not give violent rci,"t,etion in sealed tube even at 95"C, The bc'thttvior $tach u$ the

explosion of a sealed t,ube which contains K and CL,H4iO, aixcl the for;iiation off
oxidizecl film layer on Mg which is heated for a long time at !･)5"C; witla C:e!'k,(〉,
are the efiiect for the metalic surface to form inetalic oxicles and t},thytei'ait (ov this

polymer) by C2H4･O. These reaction$ which are needed for storing an enaergy uf gl:‑S
kcal./mole. to deprive C2}I4･O of oxygen atoin, are 'far more difTicr,ult, t,han thk'k.
oxidation of metal$ by oxygen in the air. In rrLost cases when heeat:ecl ftir sevct'x] di･iy$,
besides the forniation o'f nzetalic oxides it i$ feund that $orne pttrtial p()lyine;'izEtt;iun

occurs, On the Al powder refined by sublimation, there is a lietle polymerizatit,}p,

and polymerization is hardly found with powderecl copper (nurmely, when heatocl
C2H4,O with 5% Cu powder for 6‑7 days at 95‑980C in a sealed tube, it, is $Li￠h
extent as the polymerizatnio below 5% can be estimatecl), Iron c,}f setvc'kral fovms
indicates to be effective to polymerization on the whole. Brass (40% Zn, C;O,".･･b' Cu〉,

Mg, and Ni take only Iittle change with CL)H̀･O.
2) Chloritle Anhydrides

Ambng metal chlorides, anhydrides of AICIs, SnC14, and TiCla react vielently
even at ‑60"C, and iron chloride anhydride also shows atrong reactivity.
The mechanism of these reactions is conjectured as follows: lil〈e the palymeri‑

zation of oleMne$, the polymerization, in which electron acceptor reasents 〈such
as SnCl4 and ZnC12) act as catalysts, start frorn binding the carbo‑･cation procluced by

the addition of oxygen to these reagents with new oxygen of C2H̀.O, being repeated
the same reaction one after another.

CH, ‑ CH,,
, 〉CH,Cff.) ‑‑ ‑X‑‑Otf‑CH2 ‑‑‑ CH,, ‑O‑ CH. ‑‑‑ C:,H(")

cH2 ‑ cH, + sncl

(‑) (‑..)

O‑ SnC14 O‑‑ SnC14

(2, 1) AICIs; C2H̀･O vapour burns on AICIs powder but does not on gr'anular one,
Being added to C2H4,O, Al powder produces a violent reaction, but this reaction is
regulated by dilution of inactive diluent as benzene. If AIC13 is not adcled by powder

but added by large grains, the combustion does not occur, and the resulting decom‑
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position of grains can be regulated by cooling.

(2, 2〉 FeC13 Anhydride: This reacts vigorously but sornewhat mi!der than the case

of AIC13. During an experiment the liquid becomes brown (formation of iron oxy‑
chloride), and beside$ higher chloride polymer, ethylene chloride is found in the
reaction products, but not,acetaldehyde.

(2.3) SnCl4: This reacts violent!y with CL,H4,O even at ‑600C, but combustion
and fiash are not found, It produces brown or dark brown resin product,
(2.4) TiC}4: Similar to SuC14,

(2.5) PCIs: This reacts toget:her with heat and sound, and hence the reaction
can be sufficiently regulatecl 1')y cooling, Ethylene chloride is produced with 1lligher
chloride polymer prodiicts,

(2.6) POCI3; This scarcely reacts at OOC, but prodLices a little brownish !iquid
in sealed tube at 1000C,

(2,7) PCIs: Similar to POCIs, this procluces a colourlessliquid which has a stench
like cacodyl.

(2, 8) Phosgene: Phosgene cannot affect pure C￡Hd･O by it$elf at orclinary tempe‑
rature in a beaker. It adcls to the materials like C2H4,O type together with tertiary
bases.

(2.9) SnC12 and ZnC12: When lzeated for seven days at 590C these produce yellow
wax without violent reaction. According to a referencei5), it is reported that CuH4.

O produces a crystaline polymer (m,p. 560C) being catalyzed for a long time with
a little ZnC12 or Alkali. Let, however, C2H4,O be alone in a sealed tube for one
year, it becomes white solid (is it due to the Al!〈ali from glass wall ?), moreover
this is accelerated by ZnCl2 or Alkali.

(2. 10) CuCl and CuC12: Reaction is not found at room temperature. When heated
in a sealed tube for sevendays at 950C, a litt!e oily brown matter is produced.

(2.11) Other Metal Chloride Anhydrides: HgC12, HgCl, CaC12, NaCl and KCI do
not cause the reaction at ordinary temperature. According to Roi･rNERi6) crystaline

CaC12 and C2H4,O produce quantitative amount of ethylene chlorhydrine and Chalk
(in the case of mild heating in sealed tube). BFa does not react in a short time
by contact at 130C,

3) Hydrated Metal Chloride
These or erystal Al or hydrated iton chloride is not found to react violent!y.
When C2H4,O i$ heated with hydrated FeC!3 for many days in a sealed tube, it results
in the production of reddish brown solid, the colour of which is probably due to iron

salt. Reacting with the chlorides of Mg, Fe, aud Cu in the coexistence of H20,
C2H4.0 produces glycol chlorhydrine and metal oxide. There is no report about a
violent reaction. i7,i8)

4) Amines
C2H4･O does not react with ammonia or amines at ordinary temperature and

Table 1 Summary of Data
Metal f‑'hlorides

I‑ eat of reaction per
1〈g, C2H4.0 liquid

AICI,

‑680 1{cal

snC14

371

TiC14

Unknown

FeCla

MgCIR

252
89

ZnC12

‑27

SnC12

‑‑

CuCl,
FeClsaq

49

‑79
‑228

I〈eaction s,t::Lte
‑‑‑/‑"‑‑‑/‑‑‑thww‑tpmrvttt‑t‑‑ht".ttt‑.t.‑tttt tt.t..t. ttnyt...Wtt/tt .tttt../t.t.tt.../S"

Very violent tlash
Violent

e
"
Uncletermined
Not violent, polymcirize$ mildy
,;,

rz
Heat evolvexl such an exterxt not t/o rcxtossnizu, tt
lit,t]e polyinarization

CuCl

‑316
‑489
‑623
‑668
‑1900
‑2507

}IgC12

CaC12

HgCl
NaCl
KCI

Not violent, very little 1/)olynictriz;/ttlt}n

Not react

e
"
"
m

dry state, btit reacts very slowly at high temperature. In the coexistasnce of H,tO,
changes to alkanol derivatives

CH, ‑ CH, + NH, ‑‑‑‑‑)･ HIO ‑ CH, ‑ CHcr NH,

Xo/ 〉 (HOCH,CH,,),, NH
‑‑〉 (HOCH,)CH,),N
can explosively occur. J7) Piperidine yields oxyethylpiperidine with CnH,.O at 1oo℃, tm
and ' piridine produces brown resin. i6) According to an experimemt in sealed tube at

room temperature, pure C2H̀.O doe$ not react with l% butyl amine, dibutyl amime
or pyridine to such an extent to be able to recognize. i6)

Therefore, violent reactions between C2Ha.O and amines are probably due to
the reaction in which N‑‑oxyethylated compounds are forrned alomg with a great
quantity of heat emitted. On heating C2H̀eO with 5% base (which can accept the
proton), a violent reaction is found.

5) Bleaching Earth
Certain kinds of these give violent reactions under certain conditions, ac〈t/)m‑
panying always the typical stench of acetaldehyde or its polymer$. It is under these

ciycumstances only that the isomerization of C2H4.0 to acetaldehydg is foumd to
occur certainly. (Other all violent reactions observed were that which wera primarily
the chemical reaction betweeta CL,Hd‑O and its addition polymers. )

6) Acids
Among these, the addition of HL)S04 can only give a violent reaction, and this
is not found in the case of HCI, NCOOH, oxalic acid, benzoic acid, a;:cl phthalic
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acid anyhow at ordinary temperature.
7) Peroxides

30% H202 aqueous solution, benzoyl peroxide, sodium perboric acid and lead
peroxide do not give any 1〈ind of reaction at ordinary temperature.

PROPERTIES OF GLYCOL
Ethyleneglycol is soluble in H20, but as increasing its molecular weight it
becomes diMcu!t to clissolve in H20. The center of its chemical reactivity exists in
the hydroxyl radical at the both ends.
Three Characteristic Reactions of ‑‑OJ･I Group

(1) Acylation: Ordinary acyl?zl.img reagents are pyridine, acetic anhydride, acetyl
chloride and phthalic anhydride.

(2) Oxydation; Oxydizing reagents are periodic acid, lead tetra acetate, potassium

dichromate and potassium permanganate.
(3) Reduction

Quantitatiyely Reacting Reagents
Reagents consisted of 1iydroiodic acid, amrnoniuin hexanitratocerate, silicotun‑
gstic acid and triphenyemethyl chloride and pyridine.

For quantitative analysis of industrial glycols many physical methods are used

because of the interference due to ‑OH or ‑NHE:‑::NH groups.
Reaction of Glycols
Glycols are easily esterificated by organic as well as inorganic acids, acid halides

and acid anhydrides.

Reaction with Monobasic Acid:

CH,OH.CH,OH ‑F CH,COOH ‑,‑‑〉 CH,COOCH, CH,OH+HuO

" 2cH,cooH‑ cll,coocH, cH,ooccH,+2H,o

" + E{Cl ;‑‑‑‑〉 CH,OHeCH,,Cl+H,O

" 2HCI 〉CH,,CleCH2Cl+2H20

Reaction with Dibasic Acid: by this reaction glycols form cyclic or linear poly‑
esters,

CH,,OH･CH,OH + HOOCRCOOH ‑‑〉 [‑‑O‑CH,CH,‑‑OOCRCO‑]. +2H,O.
1, 2‑‑glycol produces dioxolanes together with 1〈etones or aldehydes,

acid catalyst

CH,OH･CHOH +CH3CHO

" pt"gl :::oO〉cHcH,+H,,o.
2 methyl‑‑1, 3‑‑diexolane

Glycol can be dehydrated,

cH.‑o
2 CH,,OH.CH,,OH ‑〉 6Hl‑o〉CHCH,OH+H,+H,O,
2‑hyclroxymethyl‑1, 3‑dioxolane

This is carried out on a supported copper‑cromium catalyst at 200‑wlS50̀"C.
Glycol can receive respective oxidation corresponding to the c･heirF･xetrer"istic: of

catalyst and reaction condition. By contacting gas phase oxidation sxlycol prodtic;es

corresponding dicarbonyl compound with high yield,

gas phase

cH,oH. cH,oH+o,
‑〉 cHo.cHo‑1‑2N,o
Cu catalyst
Glyoxal
This aldehyde glyoxal is the most important material as the oxyckxti(m prodtiet c)f
glycol.

By other o.gv('lation method ethyleneglycol is oxidized to txctetaldeiiyclc'ts, gelyoxal,

formaldeh,yde, g/ylycolic acid and oxalic acid.
Density is the inost convenient and plain nature o'fi ethyiexieglyctol, hc};)ce,i it c;Eux
be used as a measure of its purity, They $ay that the result o'E GJusoN ancl T.{n‑a:iti.}tt{62)

is the most reliable one. It seems that the lower values appeared in the othar
literature arq due to the fact that the HuO im glycol is not complecteiy remt'wecl li}y
purification or for the sake of absorption of moisture the value is prc)bably lvwered

in the course of the measurement on account of the hygroscopic nature?, (')f glyeol,
GiBsoN & LoEFrrLER63) derived the following expression frorn thair exxpei"iment lz)y

the method of least mean square,
V=. O. 924848+6. 2796 × 10‑4(t‑65)+9. 2444 × 10‑‑7 × (t ‑‑‑ 65) ‑}H :･S. 057 〉: IO‑ "〈t‑････‑ t･l:"))

V==Specific volume mL /g. t =temperature ℃
The value computed from this, deviates below O. OOI% from the experiment,u! values
frem 25"C to 105eC (see later Table).

PROPERTIES OF ETHYLENEOXIDE
When C2H4.0 is distilled with a few quantity of HL,S04 or ZnClth it prpcluces
acetaldehyde, diethylenedioxide
o〈Ccl[I'IIgHH.:",〉o and acetaidehydeethyieneacetai cHscH〈oO:cCilll'.

"
C2H̀.O reduces silver nitrate solution. When aqueous solution of C2Hi.O is treated

with sodium amalgam, ethanol is produced. If C2H̀.O is put in a pressure･･proof

sealed tube with H20 and heated on a water bath, then it produces glycol and
polyethyleneglycol. Mected by gaseous hydrogen chloride or cold hydrochloric acid,
C2H4.0 prodlttces glycol chlorhydrine. CL,H4.0 produces chiefly glycol through hydro‑

fluorie acid. Dry CL,H4.0 does not react with dry ammonia at O"C uncler modevate
pressure. Reacting with PCIs, C2}I4.0 becoines ethylenchloride. Wet C:II4.0 reacts
with CaCI2 and Ca (OH)2, forming glycolchlorhydrine. CL,H̀.O react$ with celEosolve

and produces carbitol. When CL)H4.0 reacts with glacial acetic acid and acetic
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acid anhydride, it produces acetate of glycol and that of polyethyleneglycol. When

passed on a nicke! of 125‑‑150"C in atomosphere of hydrogen, C2H̀eO produces
acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde and other products. Liquid C2H4eOslowlypolyme.rizes

with pyridine. With chlorine as well as fluorine, C2H4eO procluces addition
compound, for instance, 30% (weight) CL,H4eO and 70% chlorine react explosively
at OOC. When C2H4.0 allows to react with neutral H20, it only annexes so $lowly
that it decrea$es half an amount after 23 days. Reacting easily with excess CL,HfiOH,
C2H4.0 produces C2}i[tiOCHL,.CHL,OH,

The reaction
H,C‑CH, ‑‑F H,,O ‑‑‑‑‑〉 fl〈')H,C.CH,OH

Xo/

and the procluction of polyglycol are carried out in the neutral and all〈aline pH as

well as acid pH. CL,H4.0 has a property to form niuch loweir g!ycol in the acid
medium than in the alkaline mediurn, At O, 1% acid concentration and ca, 60‑700C,
the reaction velocity i$ already sutricient. Usually IIL,S04 and oxalic acid are used
as the acicl, for these are apt ro give a salt of low solubility, hence it is easy to

draw out the product from the reaction system. AvQiding damage of vessels, in
order to yield glycol at neutra!ity with suthcient reaction velocity, the process is

carried out at 160‑2000C and 10‑20 atm, The process emitts heat, hence the system
is strongly cooled or diluted with diluent. For the sake of no formation of diglycol
C2H4.0 is used le$s than one fifth of H20,

,. / N

' Er52kcal=activated energy
lt

C2H4･O l N

N

N
s reaction
Q=:23,3kcal=heatsof

in L,L‑‑....h‑‑ XCH,cHo
Fig. 1

Isomerization occurs in the relation of heat like the above figure. i9) This heat of

isornerization, is near that of polymerization i.e. 22 lccal. It is confirmed that the

decomposition of CHsCHO and C2H4.0 strongly resembles with each other. By the
way the heat of isomerization and the heat of reaction20) described in P. B. z'eport

No.1311 are somewhat differeixt from 'above value (already mentionecl), (see also
later Table).

Polymerization and Depolymerization of Ethyleneoxide
It seems that it is dithcult to make high degree of polymerization with glycolate

as catalyst in place of NaOH or CH30Na. The explanation of this import confirms

the fact that the equilibrium relations (1) and (2) are trtte forni of cat'alysSs in the

polymerization of ethyleneoxide. On growing to high pc〉lytner, de(:i'easing 1'tygrw‑

seopicity and the water being absorbed in glycol become$ pxobF,zbly lititia, hence
e'

quilibriuin (1) is hardly settled for catalizing, namely in the case c)f l'!igh 1,)"lyincr･i3

HLO can not contract intimacy with polyiner and it is diMc:ult to holcl the csquilil}rLzm'i

(1) smoothly. Therefore, it is probable that the anew acldeci glycc}lat,e only taxke$

part in polymerization, When that glycolate oniy polymc:i'izes tnieing a pyopcsr
balance of heat, it is probable that the otlxer high polyrner not tc') i).ny nu,)rEt ps')ly‑

merize in the system will depolyinerize in that severe c;onditi()Ji of reeeLcr.tion ancl
moreover the l/〉e{'n!eation of C2ffd.O into the system will be clM'icult.

There are j'eports in which the po!y!nerization were per'f{n'me,tci in II:,O {')r
aqueous solution o'f glycol by HL,S042i) and all{ali2U) catalysts. Alc'〉ng; xvith inLrrezasinsc
of additioi:L quantity of Alkali Catalyst, it is sufTicient even tc} 1〉e, at ic}wc‑h,,r tt,!irii.)e,rat,Lùe

and, when polymerized in autocrave, the pressure procluead dut'insc ti'ic}. x'ff},acr,tion

becomes les$ quantity, moreover the reaction time grows $horter, As the rmst;lt oS
study on the catalytic action of ainines23), it is confirrned that the rnaxxnitu(le} of
dissociation eonstant in water is well‑H‑inatched that of catalytia actian, hen￠as agrecr,s

with the strength of basicity.

Matters

Dielectricconst,

Water

8124)

Glycol

41.226)

Methanol

31.8

F￡thanol

25.825)

Temp.measuredlL

‑

19"C
20QC

l,...Ii].il'l.R'.FIIfli}.1'9,31S.,.pmw,.

Acet:alclehycle

:),69

Glycc〉1

2.25

Water

1,94t;O.06

Ethyleneoxicie

Methanol
Ethanol
‑..t‑.‑..t.t/.tt

X,88
1,69
167,

.t.//t‑t.ttt.t.tttt‑tt./'tttvttP‑t‑

It is analogized that NaOII can dissociate in glycol from the fact that NHB wiEl
do in glycol as the followings :
dissociation const, of NH3 in 99. 8% dthanol O, 96x10nv7 25)

m in water i. 77×10ww5

In view of E‑value the dissociation constant of NH3 in glyeol will be a middle
value between those of ethanol and water;
1. 77×10‑5〉the value of NII{s in glycol〉O. 96×10waT.

Namely from this fact it is clear that NH3 in glycol will dissociate, further, of

course, NaOH which is more basic than NH3 will probably dissociate in glycol. As
to the strength of catalytic action, NaOH is most stroi:ig ancl it grows weaker in
order of triethylamine, ammonia, pyridine, dimethyl‑aniline23). In All〈ali catalyst
the yield will be lowered than in the case of amines,
The reason why the equilibrium (1) can co"tinue to act as catalysi$, is grasped
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by the fact23) that the production of glycol by the reaction of H20 and C2H4.0 along
with the catalyst of Amines or Alkali, is remarkably suppressed in the glycol･‑water‑

ethyleneoxide system. Therefore the }I20 which participates in the equilibrium
relation (1) will continue to exist iu ghe system for a long time, and it is reasonable

to add anew at every sta g, e (glycol ‑‑〉 M. W. 300 〉 M. W. 1540 ‑‑‑〉 ,M. W. 4000),

In the case of CH30H, yielded methylglycol might present the catalysis lil〈e the
equilibrium relatiova (2) instead of CHaOH.

If there is acetaldehyde in the system, the following reaction may also occur :

2CH,}OCH2CHstOH + CHnCI{O = CHs (O.CHL)(H2eOCHa)L, + H:O: (reversible)
this reaction can occur im I{Cl tutltlit; solution at 25"C,

According to the fundamei}t,al principle of Highfield, a polar matter hasa
tendency to dissolve in a polar solvent and a non･･‑polar niatter does so in a non‑･polar
solvent. Such being the case, for the sake of the dissolution c)f CL,II4eO, this and the
part of glycol (‑O‑‑CHL,‑‑CHLrrOnv‑‑Na") wiil probably intend to match t]ieir polarization

along with the acceleration by means of the polar catalyst, and hence 'the dissolution
of CL,H4.0 in glycol' or higher glycoi results in the polymerizo.tion reaction by polar
catalyst,

(polorization of C2,H4.0) (approach of ion)
(+)

CH,‑CH,

l"(‑) ‑ Na+

6‑
Cg26C/H2diSS.OS,",̀XO.n,ha"d'"' ;.O,m,C.i:lz',g,H.z'?'"Ǹ'"aaCt'Vat'Oi"bYheat‑

clipole

(‑) (+)

‑O‑CH2eCH2･O‑Na )
('F)CH2 1‑Ol(‑) 5 〉 Polymerization

l/ 1
CH, J

Polarization by inductive effect and mesomery

As above illustration the polymerization occurs step by step. They say that the
polyrnerization probably not to occur between higher polymers, for it appears to
need at least an energy of 95 kcal. for breaking, such as the separation of H atom

from a monomer and catting‑off of the ‑C‑C‑ bond, and for yielding a free radical;

hence it is not probably reached even by the heat of polymerizatioii of ca. 25
kcal. to supply.

The author will mention a similar example in which this mctch;),nism is tv 1)c
aPProved. ZtEGLER et al, have studied in detail the polymerizatiou of but;"dienct aixcl
its derivatives (moreover vinyl compound as stylene) promotecl by Alkali mk･:･t.als, In

order to grasp the intermediates, they used a large quantity c}f Atkaii metLstl,
further in some case experimented in a very diluted state, Theen they c･ould pv()ovc),
the fact that in the first place the 1‑‑4‑‑appendage (I) produces, goizig tc) clrekg :,! ne,xt,

butadiene molecule into the Na and carbon atoms of (I) by ,inaans of n':e･tulc}rffaixict
synthesis, wheri it produces (II). By the way the heat of polynierizatic}m o'f btttacliene
is 500 kcal. /kg.7)

(I) Na･‑‑61if, t:),EI == caH‑eH,‑‑Na

(II) Na‑CYI,r･CH r‑ CH‑‑CHL,‑‑CEIf‑･CH r‑: CN‑･CHe･Na

Performing the same experiments in Alkylatecl Alkali atncl Arylatecl Alkali, the,
intermecliate like R‑CHrCH := CH‑CHu‑A was 'found. In comi)liginc〈", wiLh the f('}nxi,

the quantity and the way how to add concerning on the catalyst, tlxu mEtgnituclee,
and the direction ofi the reaction velocity are greatly influanced. 'l‑heref(wee the
reaction prodLkct is remarl〈ably changed in accordance with the fact t,hut Lke catalyst

is made to be porous or used greater quaneity than that u$ualiy usecl, c)r that the
reaction temperature is raised. Polymerization occur$ $ometime$ even Nt IC}O"C (/,}t"

isomerization and the polymerization of that resulted from the latteer occasionaTy
occur very rapidly and violently, hence there is a case in wlzich thec reesultecl Svaat
of reaction makes C2H4.0 brealc into CO and Cre{[̀ cornpletely via aceta1elehyde.
When a small quantity of catalyst is used 〈below 10% (xveight〉 of C#H̀,O) pc')ly‑

merization or isomerization and formation of resin are eornpletect at a suMcinntly

slow pace without producing clangerous high temperature and higlt prw$$ure. The
polymerization will occur at the boundary of gaseous Cza,H,!O and iiquicl glycol ot'
commence arong with the dissolution of the former into the latter. It i$ e〈m￠luded
frorn other polymerization and condensation processes that, accorciing tc〉 Bt]Rsc and
GRuMiTT27), steps of polymerization reactiQn are probably little related to 'the collision

faetor and activation energy,but these will chiefly depend on the heat conductkrity

from glycol to C2H̀.O at the boundary and the velocity of dissolution into glycol,
for the polymerization reaction decreases with increasing of molecular sveight theugh

the nurnber of molecules which collide with the boundary is proportional to tha
root of temperature. By the way the thermal conductivity of C:･}H̀.O inerea$es with

temperature (O.OOO03785 cal,‑cm,lsec,lcm2.!"C at 70eC) on the other hand that of
ethylene glycol decreases (x= 7,25×10m"‑1.8T×10'T,where x :theyinal conductivity,

Tmtemp. )
According to P. B. report, in Gerrnany Cdi4.0 is delivered into reactien vessei
almost as liquid in the aid of the pressure of Nitrogen, for different from gasec}us

C2H4.0 the liquid has no danger of explosion. The latent heat of vaporization at
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760 mm. Hg, 10.50C is 6082 cal./mo!e calc,
Effect of Temperature : This is the most important factor. It is held at 120‑‑

13,OOC in I.G. Farben A‑G Ludwigshafen am Rhein. In order to retain the tem‑
perature at this range, the addition velocity of C2H4.0 is largely contro]ed, taking.
into account of the relation between heat emition and reaction velocity. The delivery

of CL)H4.0 is controled by means of NL, pressure for safety. Towards the end of the

reaction, namely near M.W, 4000, the quantity o'f liquid becomes 86.5 times of
glycol, hence the density of active reacting radicals becQmes fewer, and as decre‑
asing the occa$ion of collision between C2H4eO and the distributed reacting vadicals,
the absolute quantity of catalyst ti) promote the reaction will become shorter, decre‑
asing the absorption velocity of C,tl‑I4.0.

At Httls chemical faculty in Germany the reaction is performed at 1500C,
accordingly the produced oxydwachs cannot bleach and purify by any means,
moreover the yieTd is lower by 5‑v2%, and m,p. is 450C or half liquid at room
temperature.

The reaction temperature is the lower, the mean degree of polymerization P
becomes the larger, In fact at the range 1100".J170eC AP, the difference between
larger and smaller P, is about 20. In the reaction temperature about the range 150
rs,1700C, the relation between polymerization and depolymerization balances at about
P=70 as the equilibrium point2), hence it is impossible to obtain the l,arger P tlian

this point at this temperature range.
The quantity of catalyst being O.2･‑･vl% (weight) is generally used,2) anyhow it

is conditioned by the standard of ashes in the manufactured goods, Polyethylene‑
oxide consists of only linear molecules, and as the difference between number mean
and weighted mean'degrees of polymerization is $ma]1, it is considered to be small
of its inhomogeneity2).

It is not right to conjecture the molecular weight from only the range of
freezing point. I]i the fixed values of the absorption quantity of C,)H4.0 and the

quantity used of the same catalyst, how affects the reaction temperature to the
degree of polymerization is as follows2):

Catalyst Reaction temp. m.p. D.P.

KOH 125‑‑135aC 44‑‑55"C 75.5
KOH 90t‑.ilOOOC, 47‑590C 124.7
Those reactions, however, are like the followings ; narnely, CL)l}I4.0 is passed through

the tewer fi11ed by catalyst, and in this case C2H".O is po!ymerized to polyglycol at

the surface of catalyst. Then the polyglycol flows out into a receiver from the '
bottom of the tower. This yeaction type is said to avoid easier the depolymerization

than the usual gas‑iiquid reaction in Batch system, the optimum temperature of
the former being 1250N1350C.
Depolymerization is seen to be promoted when the polyethyleneglycol is heated

7,O FIaruo Go't‑c)t[ Nti.27
contacting with air. The degree of polyinerization is uncha!:geable, ?xt t,iic)4 hc:EttlsiK

below 1400C. HzaO is unrels.ted probably to the clepolymerizati"i}. Tug￡st.1'itr･y with
the mutual occurance o'f growth and depolynzerization, th,e p()lyrnerizv,tt,i{}ii reeiC･ti{)ii

stops at the limited point o'f fixed mean degree of polymctriz;.ttion dct.terinai'ied hy
the reaction teinperature ()n the whole (this is inferecl by the cui'vt).s of intgr･gral

distribution function and mass distribution function),
,Table 2 Cl}anges in degree of potymurization l/)y l'tc,tttins"' c'rc.)nditi{,uvai

No.

ua""tu' Method of treatnient i CMIIiitir,tM'K; l/I･). Vt

D, P,

'
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The D.P, in the above table is the values from Staudinger's visc‑sity rute
ttP‑‑ == Km (D.P.)
In H20 solvent Km=1.9 × 10"i", and this rule is said to be correet in the range of

mean D.P. 50･･‑150. It is experienced that the sample once measured by Saybolt
viscosimeter can not rneasure again. This fact will perhaps foliow 'frc,)m the resu!t

of depolymerization rather than the change to another substance$. The chain of
polyethyleneglycol decomposes at ove: 300"C to a mixture of a very little acetaldehyde,

acrolein and besides unsaturated products of high boiling point5). The temperature
used for addition polymerization of CBH4.0 is different with respective alcehc}l.
For instance, in the addition polymerization to nonyl alcohol the teinperatnre range
is 1600rN‑1700C, for oleyl alcohol it is near 1700‑li‑Z80"C. Of course the temperature
used is altered depending on uses. As the critical temperature of C,}H4.0 is .IS･}5, g.e

C, the reaction is carried out at most below 180eC. It is said that in the ca$e of
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below 1400C the D. P. is alrnost unchangeable2). The reaetion temperature for
polyethyleneglycol aimed at M,W. below 4000 is optimurn in the range 1200.v130eC
at ordinary pressure not to depolymerize.
Cause of Colouring irt the Course of Polymerization

The cause of colouring is perhaps due to the isomerization into acetaldehyde and

the formation of aldehyde resin, beside this, according to circumstances, it paay
be due to the oxydation by CL,MeO and depolymerization with it
Outline in the Polymerization Reaction and Procedure of Polyethyleneglycols.

(1) Steps of Polymerization

Glycol 〉 M,W. 300}
M. W. 300 〉M, W. 1540 ?3 steps
M. W. 1540 〉M. W. 4000 J

(2) Glycol 〉M.W. 300
Catalyst: NaOH; O.05% of the product, namely M.W. 300 in this case.
Pressure: O･･v5 crn, Hg over 1 atm.

Reaction Temperature: 130"C
End Point of the Reaction: Increase o'f the Liquicl tQ the fixed Quantity. (4.4tN.4,9
times o'fi starting glycol. )

(3) MW, 300 〉MW.1540
Performed as the same way as in the above case namely Glycol･‑‑‑‑‑〉M. W,
300, the end point of the reaction is the increase of 4. 2･‑‑v4. 7 times in volttme,

(4) M, W, 1540 〉 M. W. 4000
Catalyst: NaOCH3; O.1% of M.W. 4000 produced.
End Point of the Reaction: Increase of 2, 5th"2. 8 times (56. 2 times of the first glycol)

in volume.

(5) Yield for CL,H4.0: 90r"96%
(6) C2H4.0 used contains O.02% or below aceta!dehyde.
(7) Addition Method of Catalyst.

In order to reach the fixed concentration of Alkali in the product, add the
computed amount of NaOH dehydrated by fusion at one time at the beginning for
every step (for example, NaOH is O. 26% of glycol until M.W. 300).
(8) Addition of Catalyst.

,

Granular NaOH of first grade dehydrated by fusion is added at 130eC into glycol
which is already passing through from the room temperature by C2HdeO

An example of using Catalysis: Let the fused NaOH of first grade flow to cool
on a plate of iron, and destroy it in comparatively large gyanular forms for using.

Large granular CHsONa is added in polyethyleneglycol dissolved in a small test
tube, then acld another polyethyleneglycol to this hot liquid to cover CH30Na with
fusing. This CH30Na covered with polyethyleneglycol is used as catalyst taking up
by pincet and adding into the vessel at 1300C on bubbling with C2H4.0.

(9)
Reactien Condition lcaii,･a
Vessel of porous plate (Fig. 2) is locally o'E
i,

uniform temperature and the reaction probably

progresses at both upper and lower part of the T

:" ii,:"･'/tpml;liiti"i:."""

‑･

vessel on the same velecity, ht
(lo) Excessive Passage of C2H̀'O t

It is desirable for C2H4.0 to pass through ex‑ ..e,.,.

cessively from the bottom and large quantity of the 7g" ̀'"

't,trp/･･p‑rve. .

gas which runs away from the･ surface is macle fOi' spouting
glycol to absorb by the pres$ure of 2･‑‑‑･ 3cm. Hg, Pl?ll'IJ"〈")

P
collecting 5r‑v20% C2H4‑O･ mg,2 sl)ot}tinst ul} vers$el
'ft･}ì

(11) Control of Passage 1×/lyme}rizt"ifm of Ck･IÌeC').
The reaction is controlled by the equation:

AH==P‑(p‑Fh‑l‑R)
(see Fig. 2) by this equation bubbling condition and reaction velocity are cletermi‑
ned, AH depends on tLhe viscosity.

Optimum AH: glycol ‑‑‑‑･〉 M.W. 300; 1.8t‑‑2.0cm Hg

M. W. 300 〉 M, W. 1540; 1. 3A‑ 1. 6cm Ng

M.W. 1540 〉M,W, 4000; NO.6cxn Hg in this case,
AH is almost constant under weil controlled state, showing
AH=:O. 62cm Hg. in the last step, .

(12) Reaction Times

Step Magnification of the Liqued hours

Glycol 〉IV[.W. 300 4.4t‑‑4.9 7
M.W, 300‑‑,M,W. 1540 4,2N4,7 S
MW. 1540‑‑‑‑‑‑〉M.W, 4000 2.5･w2.8 8

total 56,2 23

(13) Colouring Situation by the Reaction Temperature and Times,

When the reaction temperature is the higher, the absorption velocity of C2H4.0
becomes the larger, and when it is the lower, the reaction isp,rolongecl, in both
cases of the above the colouring becomes the stronger.
Consideration: In order to avoid the colouring the followings will be mentioned
for the present:
(1) Remove the acetaidehyde in glycol as perfectly as possible.

(2) Refine ethyleneoxide from acetaldehyde.
(3) Make so as not to isomerize C2H‑eO to acetaldehyde,
(4) Study how to suppress the reaction velocity of aldehyde resin formation and to

promote the polymerization of C2H4.0 only.
Preceding to raise till the reaction temperature, 130"C, C.,H4.0 is passed thro‑

ugh glycol, secondary the temperature is raised. By means of this proeedure the
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solubility difference between glycol and C2H4.0 acts effectively, namely aldehyde

in glycol is delivered in C2H4eO and aldehyde is removed together with excessive
C2H4.0 which runs away from the system, rnoreover by bubbling out with excessive
C2H4‑O the aldehyde in glycol tends to get out. This procedure should be performed
from the room temperature, for it was done after the temperature raised the alde‑

hyde in the system may happen to polymerize according to circumstances. NaOH
is addecl after this procedure.

About the dehyclration from NaOH catalyst is already indicated by I,G. Farbe‑

nindustrie.as,29) Dehydration by fttsion of NaOH and KOH, for example, is used
for weakening of the colouring to redclish brown on making ethylalcoholate.
Colouring is considered from two reasons; tlxe one is the acceleration of isomerization

and the other is the promotion of condensation of aldehyde. According to "Petroleum
Chemicals" about the isomerization, there are two cases of the isomerization, viz.
via viny! alcohol as an intermediate and by the existence of H20. The isomerization
of C2H4.0 emits heat (AH= ‑23,3 kcal.) and it is capabie under any real condition,

Generally it goes on with evolving heat at 3000t‑v4000C, and at 150eev300"C
isomerization is performed by dehydrating catalysts such as Almina, phosporic acid ,
and rnetal phosphate,30) in the latter case ethyleneglycol and otlter hydrated comp‑

ounds are produced as byproducts,

cH,‑cH.+H"‑O‑〉(9H2'Cli{2〉 ‑H2‑O〉 cH,cHo

Xo/ "

XOH OH' dehydration
by something

NaOH of first grade usually contains 10% H20. By the study of two molecular conden‑

sation of aldehydes, it is clear that the condensatien of acetaldehyde is promoted

by Alkali along with coexistence of H20. In the existence of H20 NaOH gives
‑OH‑ion, and the condensation velocity depends proportionally on the linear power

of [‑OHm]. This condensation is second order at the beginning.'Heat of this
reaction calculated ls given as 4,81 kcal., but it is said that the experiment gives
larger value.

It is very effective to use NaOH immediately after the preparation by tusion.
The activity of NaOH becomes weak, if it is used after a long time elapsed, namely
by absorbing H20, it causes colouring and the extra process: H20 ‑〉glycol ‑〉poly‑
ethyleneglycol is participated.

According to experiment, the colouring is the less, if NaOH is the more strongly

dehydrated by fusion, on the contrary ii H20 is added'with equal amount of NaOH,
the colouring decreases. From this fact the author considers as follows, name!y,
the trace of H20 wi!! probably influence on the dehydration faculty of NaOH in the

same vv･ay as the case of CaC12 in which it$ hygro$copicity becomc}s niaximum with
some water of crystalization. By the way NaOI{I has deliquescence pi'ol.)ecrt,y ancl i$
easily soluble in H20 evolving plenty of heat. Its $ofu1)ility i$ 109g!leOsgtl:O, a}id
it is soluble in alcohol and g!ycerine. The iinelting point of tnc)nohydratecl Na(,,)II is

64･･30C. NaOH is not decomposed into H,,O a.nd oxicles by heating. Ae･cording to
the above equation aldehyde will appear by dehydration with the aid of NaOI'I amd
polymerized to coloured x̀esin by the saine NaOH as catalyst, hence po!yethylEi,ne‑
glycol produced is coloured, It is observed that after aclding, Na(i)rl t:hclt surf;]tccx}f

NaOH is covered with browi: 1}.,.ycn‑ on getting 70t‑‑"80"C, A$ already nientionetl the
melting point o'f monohydratct is tj4. 30C, and so NaOEI gainecl suf{icient I.I:O is 'fusecl
with the resulting in the dehy{lration of glycol to acetaldehyde, rnak,ing tkee coloui'eecl
,
resln,

It is seen that glycolate produces success'fully at 1300C or neazr, X'f sclyc;olate i$

needecl for the polymerization process as an intermecliate, it is desirable tc} aclcl

NaOH cataly$t at the temperature suitable to make glycoiate, namely NaOII dehyd‑
rated by fusion previou$ly and glycol both heat to Zl30̀'C and then the former is
added into the !atter. It is under$tood from the above reason why the all refurences

state to use dehydrated NaOH.
If there is almost no water a!ong with NaOH, glycol i$ mc〉re possible to t,)ect/ me

glycolate rather ehan acetaldehyde, When there is great quantity of NaCll)il, the
water produced by formation of glycolate strengthens still more thee r){')wttr of
dehydration of NaOH, therefore a great quantity of dehydrated NaOII ailso can give
coloured polyethyleneglycol. Even stored in PL,Os desiccator the effect of dehyeiratecl

NaOH becomes weaker.

/////

re

melted NeOH'}l2e ts

m.p.64,3o/ e

m:a30i:4̀ny〈c.:7i,,/t,,L, ':'y..1
///o;,)at〉o"if〉t3olf51'J/111i))〉)"{b"eW") (.q"",‑n,tb'itY,,a,fJll[)ie}

Fig.3 Granular NaOH in hot Fig.4 An illustratlon about appearance c}f

ghycol. opposite re$ults in the b〈/)th sides, off
the inaxinitun

When there is a little larger quantity of HLO, NaOH loses its del;ydration power,

hence colouring diminishes with increasing H20. Therefore there will be a :naxi‑
mum about the colouring strength vs. quantity of H2.0 as illustrated in Fig. 4.
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However, from the view‑point of the efficiency of manufacturing polyethyleneglycol,

it can not adopt to avoid the cQlouring by usiug larger quantity of H20, for the
production of glycol 'from HiO is especially slower in the case of alkalicatalyst,

moreover HL,O bound to glycol by hydrogen‑bonding is not easily driven out the
system, hence the reaction velocity decreases.

From the above consideration NaOH should be used after dehydration. Glycol
reacts with nearly a half of the NaOH forming glyco!ate at 1300C. Glycolate is also
produced by the following equation,

CH2 ‑ CH2 ‑I‑ NaOH 〉 CH20Na.

Xo/ eH,,oH

But this reaction perhaps carried out in a fit,Ud of dissociating agents such as HL,O
or glycol etc.

It is found that CllH4.0 is a little isomorized to aceta!clehyde on passing th,rough

glycol at 130eC. Therefore if C2H4.0 is passed through in the extent that thei'e is

no running away of excessive C2Hd.O, the produced acetaldehyde is aceumulated as
time goes on and consequently the product is coloured. Hence in order to avoid the

colouring the exce$sive C2H4eO should be run away from the system and the !atter
quantity of excess is sutficient below 5% of used C,,H4eO. Even regarcled as this
excessive part i$ ali lost, the yie!d of polyethyleneglycol attains to 90iw96% with
white procluct,

By this extent of excessive C2H4.0, after one hour from the beginning of every
step, a faint colour produced is gradually lost and finally almost missing. The larger

the molecular weight becomes, the faster the coloured matter which is produced
by the catalyst added is lost. It is not econornical that the rnatter lostbyexcessive

passing of C2H4.0 is not only the colouring cause but also glycol itsel'S, moreover

C2H4.0 once passed through and partly missed by the isomerization is collected in
a large quantity to purify accompanying' the loss of washing by calcium carbonate

and of drying by a desiccative.

The temperature o'f 1300C in the abeve
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reaction (3) gives the maximum yield of glyco‑
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X alcohol, the temperature of 1300C or near so is

20
o

the Qptimum temperature extremely effective
loo 120 130 140 lsoac

for the reactiQm (Fig. 5). It is generally ac‑

cepted that Na atom adds to free radical,
Fig.s Absorption of C2H4'ObylaUrY! hence it i$ erha ssaid that the ositiOn tO
alcohol (1% wt. KOH catelyst)

pp p

which Na tends to adcl has a property of free

"b

radical. From this view‑‑pftint it i$ better to con$ider that the polyiT)g}rizcttit#}'k by

Alkali metal is an addition reaction rather than catalytic reactic)n･
CHI2 ‑ CH2 + RONa ‑‑‑‑‑〉 ROww("CH,]CHLOts)Na" ‑‑〉 ROCI'I:Cl'lu(')Ntt

Xo/
If lt is so, a$ regards to the acldition reaction of (CpeI‑).O, this is wl}ak iiiuskc･t$ tl c̀

$teTn to which C2H4.0 rnay be added, it is natural that the reac;tiori reltcluirk:s th￠

temperature of 1300C with Alkali cataly$t, At all events in the pwlytnt}rizatiom of
C2H4.0 at the range, 125N130"C, t'hL‑ e}bsorption velocity c)il ():1･I,s,O ai#cl thcy. yierld

of polyethy!eneglycol are found to be the maximum,
Experiments of Isomerization at 13oOC with regard to C･L,il4.0 : Acld 〈2;i,i'‑‑‑eqL+
paraffin hydrocarbon in a fiasl〈, suspend fine powdered (dehydrated) KCI)M 〈1.li･Xwe,ixh,tp

in it, then ht 1300C pass CL,H4.0 which was refinecl by soda lime 〈ucetalcle,ti}ydm
content is O.OOI%) through the flask. In this case at the first 1')Iuce ttiu $ttrtetc:e'･ c)f

KOH is coloured to brown ancl after 8 hours the liquicl part is ￠olourttd t,{K}. Ai:cl
the surface of KOH becomes reddish brQwn. As the weight (,)f the oc,ntee,vxt in t,hit
flask does not increase, it is seen that the polymerization of C"I‑I‑.(1) cloits nc'}t, occtir.

EvenwhenC2H4.0 used iii this experiment is again condensncl, no uklghhy,elee t,)edi:g
ana!yzed in it, From this experiment it is shown that, a$ aldahycle i$ aut,ch￠ck by

KOH, it is possible to remove aldehyde from the medium.
Further,after heating paraffin only at 1300C, ancl then pass Ct.,X"I4"O throusch

the former, the liquid is coloured in a faint yellew and aldahyde increaxsus t(}
o.oi% in the collected CeH4･O.
Experirnents on the Formation of GIycolate: The reaction;

CH20H+NaON‑CHL,ONa+H20 gl}'

CH,OH l1
CH,OH

is performecl at the ratio (glycol:NaOH = 5mole:1 mole) in order to remf,)ve HaiO in
the right hand side by the hygroscopicity of glycol. Tf in this system CICI{ti.CIIv.,C)EK

is added, the reaction

CH,OH
f

CH.OH + CH,,OH 〉 CH,,O

dHloNa 6Hlcl cH, 〉O

+ NaCl

1CH,OH
willoccur. In the reaction at a range 800･v150eC, the maximun yie!d(55%) was
obtained at 1300C, From this point of view, the yield of the reaction (1〉' Nv･iHbe me}x

imum at 130eC and its value may perhaps fall in a rartge 50sw60/% Therefore, the

optimum temperature about the polymerization of C2H4.0, namely 130"C, is the
temperature of the rnaximum formation about glycolate too, and iu both reactio ms

Na is in cornmon.
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Experiment on Celouring of Lauryl‑alcDhol by Caustic Alkali : Lauryl alcohol in
the market contains as impurities higher aldehydes besicles alcohols of homologou$
series and it shows remarkably the qualitative reaction of aldehyde such as Tollen's

reaction. Lauryl alcohol which was shaked suthciently with concentratecl NaHSOs
solution below at room temperature and then distilled in vacuum was used. Lauryl
alcohol 'from the market and the refined lauryl alcohol were added by 1% weight
KOH respectively and held for 8 hours at 130"C, than the former growed yel}owish

as time went, after 8 hours it showed yellowish brown, but the latter was not
coloured at ail,

The Extent of Colouring by Aldehyde vvhen ￠2H4.0 is polymerized with Lauryl‑
alcohol by 1% KOH Catalyst: Reaction temperature, 1300C; reaction time, 8 hours;
absorbed C2H4.0, about 10 moles.

No.

lauryl alcohol

1.

lauryl alcohol from the market

2.
3.

"

refined alcohol by NaHSOa

4.
5,

6.

gc,,e,,t;'1,dehyds..i.ii. .gg."EellP‑99‑‑l?.‑.... ..... .c.gloy.ring,."‑..,.,.

strong recldish
O. ..‑.b...,r.,o..yy,
92
,n....ww.......,..r...... ... .....y
O, 40r‑‑O, 45

redclish orang.e

"

"

"

O. 1

orange

"

O, Ol

yellowisli brown

lt

O. OOI

yellow

From the above data colouring cause by acetaldehyde, its situation, and ten‑
dency are understood. If operated skillfully No.6 as a matter of course should has

no colour. When KOH dehydrated by fusion was used, colouring was weaker than
other cases.

Yellow resin: By heating alcoholic potash with aldehyde, a yellowish brown
resin is isolated.32)

Red resin: When aldehyde is heated in aqueous so}ution with KOH, the solution
at once shows yellow along with becoming muddy, then rapid!y produces reddish
brown matter (which is able to prolong in a long fiber33)). This becomes dark with
increasing of the quantity.

In acetaldehyde solation the formation of aldehyde resin only is not the final
prodiuct but there are acetate, ethylalcohol, higher aldol and yellow and recl resins
etc.

Formation of Acetaldehyde by Decompesition of Ethyleneoxide: This is confirmed

by the determination of acetaldehyde by means of precipitation of mercury from
the product of decomposition by heat of ethyleneoxide3̀) at 4000C (initial CL,Ha.O
concentration is O. 04220g. molell. ), (by mercuryoxide method).
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time, (minutes), 30, 40,5, 57, 6rs,
aldehyde, %, O. OO090, O, OO095, O, OOOa,8, O. OOO{Skt,
The irnaximum quantity of acetaldehyde wa$ only 2% c)fi CuH4‑O att m{}$t;, 'rktct()gnized
1)y means of ScHirrF's method. From these results Si?.imoN et til, ragarde,cl t,lmt, ;tc,:c,:t,i･

aldehyde is perhaps not the prodLict from the clecoinpo$ition of C:II4‑O. 'i'he,y st,ty
that the deconiposition coefflcient by heat (teinperature coctl'icict,nL) of (::1'k‑〈) is Tmac:h

larger than that of acetaldehycle.
Besides, WiNFii;‑LD et al.,35) I〈}"Awss[(y36), JpA‑J‑ittw ancl Li{{iN'}'owi'rtt"n:pt, NE:;a3es),
and PEy'rriALi2) carried out the ･･}t,,ndv, o'f diecon'iposition by heat. h'i sc}mc,", 〈rF.isEts thth"

decomposition seemed to be hetei'ogeneous ar:Ld in other cuse CWiNi･ti･;i,r} et. al･) iL

was strictly homoganeou$.
Melle I)Ey'riQALi2) studied the inean teinperatu]‑e (:)f clecc)inr)t)sit,ic'n,: te t')t:ttLii' by

means of a platin tube maldng C:,H4.0 gas pass thrcntgh the lk'tttetr svitiiin l'}f) sticto‑

nds. The procluced gases were besides HeO ancl CIIsCI'IO,
CO ny ････‑44, 7%, II ,.. ･･̀･･･̀･L8, 3%, C}I ,･･･‑F････15. 0,a･,t'
C,H,)････････i5. 0%, ･･････ny･･C,H,･････････17. 0% (total 100.0.bS)

The reaction reasonably conjectured were a$ 'follow$;
first order reaction naean propotion of decoinposition
(1) 4 CL,H,.O ‑‑‑" 4E[C}IO ‑t‑ C.,H6･･･‑･･O.54
(2) C,,H,,O ‑‑･‑. }II,,O ‑l‑ CL,H,,･･････････‑････O,09

(3) C,H,.O ‑‑‑‑p‑‑〉 CH,CHO･････T････‑････,･,･･･O.37

second erder reaction

(4) cH,cHo ‑‑‑‑, co+cH,
(s) I{CHO ‑‑‑‑yCO+H2 (eompletely)
third order reaction
(6) CN:‑=CH + HL, ‑‑‑‑‑‑, CH2 ‑‑ CHa (trace)

Decomposition coe'thcient from (3) to (4) was calculated as O. E)26, amd sf.} cr)ne C2,I･Ì.O

molecule was isomerized to O.03, molecules af CHsCHO, She calculated frorn the
heat of formation that the combustion of lg. mole CL)H‑.O relea$es a beat cif 1:4,21

(kcal. Imole) at constant pressure. The rnean rising of the gas temperature due to

combustion was calculated as 6290C and one volume of CL,H̀.O changecl t(} L).O;5
volume of other molecules. From the number of particles which pa$secl thrc:)ugh the
platin tube and its velocity, the temperature o'E the ga$ was caictilatecl to rise from
5710 to 1200"C within O. O02 second.

In the homogeneous decomposition carried out by WiNFniLf) in a pyre,x tuba, the
velocity of decomposition depended on the equation of A!"R?ii:･Nius and c〉i] the activa‑
tion energy o'E this decomposition was obtained as 52 1〈cai,
The heat of isornerization Q, which is a little different with respectiva authc)r,
is calcuiated from the heat of cornbu$tion given by BER'rHiu'i.e'r:

ethyleneoxide : 6870 cal.!g (Ann. chiTn. phys. (5) 27, 37tl (18SL,,}〉
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acetaldehyde ; 6338 cal.!g (Compt. rend. 129, 920 (1899))
as Q=:23.3 1〈cal.

It is said that ethyleneoxicle in a tank of iron decomposes slowly at room tem‑
perature, and 18% of CL,H4‑O from that tanl〈 of iron can not be absorbed by H:Sb4,
the latter part beiJag analyzed to be consisted from 50% of CO.
According to WiNb･iEi.D et al.35) there is an induction period at the beginning of

decomposition about C2HdO, this period is 1,5 ininute at 4440C, 5 minutes at 400"C
and much prolonged at lower temperature. 1'1icb final products and pressure change
about the decomposition in a pyrex tube at' c';s, 4000C were as follows35);

expt, expt. expt, expt. expt.

H2% 6.2 7.8 7.9 initial pressure mmHg 30, 92 23, 21

CL,H6% 6.6 7.7 7.0 final pressure ,o, 6L86 46,42

CH,% 37.5 35.1 35.3
CO% 49.6 49.0 49,9
Depending on stirring condition in the reaction system, some local stiperheating

can occur, when the above decomposition and continued isomerization will take
place and the product is coloured in the polymerization reaction to polyethylene‑
glycol.

WiNFiELD concluded that in spite of a strong odor of acetaldehyde in the decom‑
position products from CL)H4.0, acetaldehyde was not found at lea$t by his‑analysis,

almost al! the acetaldehyde which as long as formed by decomposition of CL)H̀.O

got through to decompose. It seems that it will grow to high polymer and to
coloured matters, if acetaldehycle should be in the condition of polymerization,

Decolouring of Aldehyde Resin'
Ei〈EKRANTz39) divided yellow resin (already mentioned) into two kinds, namely tv‑

resin which is soluble in benzene and P‑resin which is hardly soluble in it, These
were considered to be isomer. Its molecular formula was given as below:

(12CH,CHO‑6H,O==) C2,H3,06
These have two ethylene bonds in a molecule, being oxidized by HzOL, in glacial acetic

acid, a white acid CisH2406 was obtained, and' he could notmake any clerivative
distinctly defined by sulfonating, acetylating or hydrolysis from these. Bysynthetic
consideration from various results the following formula was conjectured after all.

CH,CH = CH‑CH
/×

oo
V

CH,CH ‑ CH‑CH
I
CH,CH ‑ CH
‑ CH

/×

oo
v
CH,CH ‑ CH ‑ CH
I
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CH CH ‑‑i CH‑CH

/x
oo
V

CH CH =:‑= CH ‑‑‑ CH

From this view‑point the author considers that clecolouringf of pc)lyctthyktnctKlycol
by means of HeOL) produces CieHL,406 as one of the oxidatic〉n lr)roclu(r.t$, tms IIL･〈')･., itstittf

does not affect polyethyleneglycol according to P. B.report,
Infiuence on the Decomposition {?f CptI4.0 by foreign ("ases. ss)
It is said that the velocity (ei" decoinposition "k" of CL,I/I4,O clecr.reas. ci.$ dce,peiiclix}g

on the co!)rrplexity o'g hydrocarl'w,m aclded as inert gas. Nll, an(! (O cle(:rw.t{se k in thct,

same way, and COL] which has somewhat larger degree of freei,,c,lon'i ancl largcltr c:rg}ss
section of collision decreases k somewhat largely, even ifi the travctllirig ve},lc}ecit.y t)f
the latter is small. Argon and Neon less decree,ses k thatx any other $x;/t$cts, fc'ir ut'ieir

collision is the most elastic and they have c)nly three degrees of fr'e,ecl{;m, I'{eelium
decreases 1〈 remarkably.
From the experience that if the glyco! which is bloweCl by N: sst,rncr,whEtt for tt

long time before the beginning of polymerization is Ltsed the polyethylc}nei,glycc)1 i$
less coloured than otherwise, it will be use'fittl to blow the matter, whiah likee$ tt)

CHBCHO in structure and mutually soluble easily with acetalcieehycle, intc} glycc)l
with C2E{4,O in order that acetaldehyde runs away t'rom glyc(')l txnct not to cc:)louy
the polyethyleneglycol. In fact it was already mentioned that the ix'iethoc,l if} whieh

some excessive C2H4.0 of 2"w5% is made to run away from the system is neces$ary
not to colour the polyethyleneglycol. In this case "the matter" mentionecl atx')ve is
C2H4.0 itself.

k
CH2 CH2‑‑‑〉CH3CHO (active) +23,3 keal,

xo/

The graph, ‑‑‑logk ver$us ‑ 8 (T =the absolute temp. ), forms $eraight line completely,

and from the slope the activated energy was obtained as 52 k￠al.
Infiuence of Hydrogen: When HiNsHELwooD36) studied the decomposition of dieth‑

ylether at low temperature, he found that with suMcient coexistance of I'{o it
revived a velocity of higher coercive ctecomposition. He explainecl this a$ follows;
narnely by fiying lightly with high velocity and performing many ￠olli$ic)ns the HL,

gas which exists among the colliding molecules might be particularly sv adequate
in order that diethylether holds the energy near its own MAxwEi.L distribtition. It

seems that other gases than H2 have no such property,
According to the decomposition experiment of C2H4.0 in H2 gas of one atom‑
osphere pressure, the velocity of decomposition increasecl by about 40/eoi per every

degree of the temperature, Activated energy obtained t'rom this experiment was
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51.5 kcal. agreed with above value 52 kcal. within the error of experiment. Infact
there is a report in which on decomposing of CL,H4.0 at 125･‑v1500C with Nickel
catalyst in H2 gas acetaldehyde, crotonaldehyde, and other products were obtained, 37)

When Na is used as catalyst H2 will be produced, and the isomerization of C2H4.0
is perhaps promoted by }IL, as well as by All〈ali and the heat, hence after making

glycolate sufficiently it is necessary to remove the staying H2 from the system
thoroughly before the beginning ef the polymerization.

Measurement of the Molecular Weight of Polyethyleneglycol,
The measurement of molecular weight is t,Tke first prescription of polyethylene‑

glycol. The ascent of boiling point naethod crtin not be used in this case. The

descent of freezing point method is used for a rnea$urement of the molecular
weight below 10,OOO and hence can be adopted for polyethyleneycol of this case,
besides viscosity inethod, osmotic pressure method and supercentrifugal method can

be used. The values obtained by such methodes are the plysical molecular weight
and give the quantity of particles ina liquid, It was verified by the school of
STAuDiNcnm that the above physical molecular weight agrees with chemical one.

Whether a molecule is a giant molecule is established by the agreement between
the physical molecular weights and that of its chemical derivatives. The reaction
used in this case is called the conversion of polymer analogues.

According to KRARMER and LANsiNG,40) the mean value of molecular weight is
divided into three kinds depending on methods of measurement:
number mean Mn==‑･･2X]NM‑,i‑N‑i‑
weighted mean Mw = ‑S‑MM‑‑‑‑,:‑2‑‑NN‑‑‑//‑‑

Mz mean Mz=iEiMMs/l‑‑･Ni‑/f‑,
where Mi is the i‑th molecular weight in unit volume, and Ni is the number of
molecules having the i‑the molecular weight in unit volume,

(1) Terminal group method: Polyethyleneglycol has one and one ‑OH group at the

both ends, therefore, they are refered by P. B. report as hydroxyl number of
polyethyleneglycol for a factor which prescribes the property of polyethyleneglycol.

‑OH group at the end is quantitatively acetylaled or methylated easily, and there
is agreement between the descent of freezing point method concerning the original
dihydroxyl compound and the･ measurement of the newly inclucled acetyl group.
(2) Viscosity method: This method originates in Stauinger. 4i)

lim vsp!C = Km.P
C‑〉o
liM vsp/Cgm== Km, M.

C‑o
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‑
where P =: degree of polymerization, C =;‑ concentration g,11, , Cgm ･: c:oii(;c･}iit/]";･ttit)ti
(monomer mole!1.), I〈rn =: Staudinger constant, and nysp =r= $pecific vi$cos.ity, Sii)ee
polyethyleneglycol fortunately has a fixecl structure, Kni is definite c,c}i'isttuit･ tMCI
these equation can be used for determination of iuolecLzlt:zr weight. I'f a rnt}lctculc:

has side chains and it is formed of various shapes, I〈m might not 1/)e t}xL,:d ;,tn(1
depend on its synthetic methocls, therefore, in the latter case these equation$ ctmz
not be used. These equations can not be aiso applied in the case c)f hc:te.i'c)zx)k,u'
linear iinolecules or remarkably bending rnolecular forms.
It is experimentally 1〈nown thati the,re is a linear relation l)etwean ztgp,'〈) tLi}d
?7sp, hence utilizing this relation the'i'cs i.p a handy SciiuLz and I'ISLAs(:imi:Ss n')di〉tilzocl {,}f
calculation. Since vsp!C in the S･rAuiut･ts,}･ies rtile is proportional t() tha latnift,h cif iix"int

ecular chain, StrAui)ic}isR gave a formula

LiM･(rpsplC) = KIaqeN

c"o
where Keq. is designated as "molecular chain equivalent c()n$tant" au'}cl N is ntmil)e･r

of chain members. In the al)ove formu!a the value o'f vsplC show$ tl}at 'for thtt
increment of one more atomic group there is a fixed increase, where for tlva value
of nysp!C the case of lim.C‑‑〉O should be taken. In the case of poiyethyloi)a)gtyc{,)1

N=:3P+1, for n is the ziumber of atomic group forming Iinear main chain but nc}t
side chain.

The molecular chain equivalent is obtainecl as rnonomer weight divictacl by n
of monomer molecule, namely in the case of ethyleneoxide it is 44/3, n is obtairxecl
on dividing molecular weight by molecular chain equivalent and plus 1 to its re$uit.
FoRDycE and HmBERT43) studied about the polyethyleneglycol, andthe characteri$tic
feature of their experiment consists in the study of Staudinger's rule of viscosity
about the polyethyleneglycol having specific and simple molecular weight.

General viscosity formula for molecules of various froms is
vsp!C ‑‑ K.Pn,

where n is conjectured as it is in the range Otv2, namely n==1 holds for a
fairly bending linear molecule, n== ‑‑[‑‑ holds for freely bending lineur molecule
and n==2 holds for straight molecule lilce"

rod, 44) From this view‑‑point it may snfely

be said that polyetyleneglycol is a fairly bending linear mo!ecule,

(3) Osmotic pxesure methed: Molecular weight is obtained from the fc}l!ovving Van't
Hoff's equation

M = RT. C!p,
where M‑‑‑molecular weight, p= osmotic pressure, C : concentration, T ::‑::‑‑ ab$ti}lute

temperattire, and R==gas constant. According to Sc}iuLz45)
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RTC

P=: M(1‑CS)',
where S='='"specific volume. Linear relation between logp and logS gives a garantee
of the possibility about its application.

(4) Supercentrifugal method: This is one of the most reliable method and at the
same time the distribution of molecular weight is found.

(5) Distillation at eonstant temperature methotl : Since this method is said to be
adequate to a range of inolectilar weight 5000‑v20000, but for polyethyleneglycol
which is generally below 4000 it can not be tt･･it,L{,.

(6) Diffusion maethed: Diffusion phenomenon is ,), slow one, hence it is not good from
the view‑point of tal〈ing much time.

(7) Dialysis coefficient methad : This method is not geod for a moiecule whicli
consists of linear large molecule. About the molecular weight of polyethyleneglycol,

STAuDiNGEt" et al.46) studied the comparison between this method and the encl group

method, but the results were almost not agreed.

From the above consideration it is capable of practical use to measure the
molecular weight of polyethyleneglycol by means of the following. equation adopting
the S'rAvDiNGEi〈's viscosity rule and asking for the constant in the above simplyfied
method by ScHuLz and BLAsc}llcE.
gLM.･ (vsplC) = : , .S,&1‑9ijgs‑‑‑ =r‑ K‑ eP,

where C=concentration (g.!1.), Kv =specific constant for polyethyleneglycol, P=:
degree of polimerization, Km=:Staudinger constant, and vsp== specific viscosity==vre]･
‑1, and vvei. ‑‑‑relative viscosity:

‑ tiedi

rprei･ ‑

t7 ,rm";‑d‑‑,‑

'

where ti :time of the outfiowing of solution, di :specific gravity o'￡ solution, to=
time of the outflowing of solvent, and do =specific gravity of so!vent. (in the case

of H20, to=28.6 sec. (250C) and do==O. 99707 by Sayboltviscosimeter). The value of
Km has been given by Sc]‑iuLz and S･rAuDiNGER, and when P=r‑50‑v150 it is said that
Km == 1. 9 × 1tr4 is appropriate.

In the case of polyethyleneglycol M, W. 400‑w1540, the above viscosity rule
hardly holds, rnoreover the density measLirement at the measurement of osp takes
considerable time and much Iabour. Therefore, it seems adequate usually to use
the descent of freezing point method for M. W. below 1540. The connparison about

the experimental values 1)etween the descent of freezing point method and the
viscosity rule is:

viscosity rule descent of freezing point niethod (1)erizetie:)

Sample NO. vsp M.W, P M.W. P

1 0.7532 3964 90,1 4075 92.6
2 0.8634 4400 100.0 3990 90.7
3 0. 5994 3159 7L8 3090 70,2

From this data they agrees at about P :gO, but there is a considerable cliffara･nc･ct

at about p==100; in view of these facts it is perhaps handy 'to use the ciets"c?･iit of

freezing point method which gake shorter time for dealing with many samplc)･s･ It
is important to select solvents in the cnst} of the descent of freezing point i'i'ic)tlioCl,

for if H20 is used it di'ffers considerabl), lrom the theoretical valua eve'n at INvE. W･

about 1540.
It seems that when measuring the viscosity o'E higlt polymer ofi wicle clistribLKion
the influence of !arge molecules is particularly stronger. In view of thi$ fac:"t･ it･

perhaps dangerou$ to determine unknown molecular weight by the curve oti kiwxvn
molecular weight versus Saybolt viscosity.

However the standards o'f polyethyleneglycoi of U.C,C,C. in U,S. A, is pres‑
cribed to name the goods o'f po!yethyleneglycol by the molecular weight corre}spc}nd‑
ing directly to the Saybolt universal viscosity or Centistoke$ at 210"'F 〈･:,98,8"''Cl,

for instance:
MeanM,W. 190‑‑‑210, 285‑‑.315, 380‑‑･420, 570･v630, 950tvl050, 1300‑‑1600, 3000･‑‑n7(1{)
E,".Y.b?〉tlo".iil?̀'SitY' 38‑ 41, 42"v 46, 45･"‑･ 55, 60･v 70, 70N IOO,

Centistokes 4. 3, 5. 8, Z3, 10.5, IZ 4, 25 tc/ 32, 75 tu 78
freezing paint, "C ‑15〉, ‑‑‑15 to ‑‑8, 4to 8, 2 to 25, 37 to 40, 43 to46, 53t{.)g"}

description 200, . 300, 400, 600, 1000, 1540, aOOO
From the view of this table, it has been given up to use the strict mc)1ecular
weight for industrial good$ to deal with in U.S. A.

According to FLoRy, he obtained from the distribution of molecular weight
concerning polyethyleneglycol the following relation;

M.W ='" (iSv)2
where v :ratio between ethy!eneoxide consumed within a certain time and that at
the beginning. From this relation, in proportion to the time elapsecl, namely, as
the polymerization progresses, Mw tends to Mn.

ANALYSIS OF ACETAMEHYDE IN ETIIYLENEOXll)E
Method by means of Schiff's Reagent
By this method acetaldehyde in ethyleneoxide is analyzed up to O. O02sNO, OOs.O..b",

The mechanism of the reaction is said to be as follows. 49);
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g:,",i ‑".‑ZS,‑O,8 H20NH2018i,g, /li'j‑g)SO

HN‑〈〉c
d 2RCHO Ho,s‑.NH2 .,.〈l::〉,,,c"NH‑‑ cSxllloH ±gtug!llllH,oelO""leSS

X04 Ni‑i, 〈2‑12il〉,

RRT

Ho,s‑N,,..〈:〉.cg::IC‑iiotrs2〈Ailsg,,,〈o,H ‑:tidi?ptrcHsooH,H

Ho3sNH2‑‑〈:,il〉=:,i,,,,cdgNNHH,C:H〈ORH inthec‑asReco:i:xoscetis:veso2

i{o3s‑NH2 "〈 ii,l:i,.,,Cdg:}HtiOH

This reaction is hindered by excessive NaE[SOB. When performed with unknown
sample it is said that pH below 2.6 is suitable, The adjustment of pH is performed
by adding an acid or buffer so!ution to a sample,

Kinds of Preparation of Reagents: There a.re prepa'ration method of Guyon50),
Crocker and Schimme15i), Blaser, Schiff and Caro, Gross and Bohle, aud Deniges.
It is said that the'pure acetone gives this reaction52) and the latter is also given

by unsaturated aldehydes53).

Example of a Preparation Method used.
Basic Iihichsine : Disslve O.5g. (O.OO15 mole) powdered in vvarm water of 1)OO
m!. and cool (ceirnson).

NaHSOs: Dissolve 6g. (O.06 mole) into water of 100 ml. The mixture of both
the above is added by concentrated HCI of 5ml. (O.06 mole) and diluted to 500 ml.
This is O. 1% Schiff's reagent, Fuchsine of 1 mole (338g.) is equivalent to acetalde‑

hyde of 2 mole (88 g.). After letting alone the prepared solution untill discoloured
to a faint yellow like straw, it is preserved in a coloured bottle in a dark and cold
room. This is fit for preservation for fifty days (at room temperature).

If NaHSOa is not pure ancl substantially insuMcuent, as the colour of fuchsine

appears, the analysis becomes nothing but the comparison of colours between
crimson and red violet, and it cannot be carried on. Therefo're, it is necessary to
hold sufficient quantity of NaHS03, thus it is appropriate to make the above solution

on determining the 4% of NaHSOa with the voluinetric analy$i$ of tlte laLter‑ rf
the substantial quantity is helcl, whenever the / eagent is preparecl the situatioi]
of the colouring is seen to be the same.

According to the experiment, colouring of O.OOI % acetaldehyde be･comes the
'
maxi:num.
at 250C after 30 minutes, when 5 ml. HCI in the above pret/xLr;Ltioii iS
used with 25 ml. acetaldehyde (O,OOOO058 mole) and lml. Schiff's reageiit (lfLtcli$ii)ct

O. OOOO03 mole). Therefore, the colouring is the maximum at the case;
HCI (mole) := NallSO:3 (mole),
hence the following ro.tio;

fuchsine: NaHSOn:HCI :･･ l:･10:40 (mole ratio)
can be adopted.
2ml, oti Schiff's reagent is to be used for the concentration of O. C),t /"S ac:cr,tal(/14

ehyde, for in this case the clouring is the maxiinum, If, however, O,OOII‑s" tac:et:alM

dehyde is anaiyzed, 2 ml. of Schi'ff's reagent is not adequate, The ml. Bunibor t}f

Schiff's reagent depends on acetaldehycle content for its maximuni coloring. Tlicz
optimum ciuantity of Schiff's reagent corresponding to O,Ol /O/e acetalclehyc,le i$ cma
fifth of its eciuivalent,

Influenee of Teinperature: For O, OOI% acetaldehyde, for in$tance, 'the cwlcn'ing
at 250C is six times stronger than tha't at 80C of the solution temperature, hetncre
25"C is fixed for the comparison of the coiour,
Dilution of Ethyleneoxitle SampXe: Ethyleneoxide is used with dilution of 30 t;iu'iees

by }IL,O, for if the diltttion is below 30 times the ethyleneoxide only, even thc)ugh
acetaldehyde is not present, colours by 2 ml. of the Schifii's reagent, When dilukg}cl
to 30 times there is no influence of ethyleneoxicle on measuring in 20 minzite$a￡t.er
the preparation and it can be analyzecl until O. O02% concentration of acetaldehycle.

To determaine tke CDncentrution of Acetaldehytle in Ethyleneoxide in 20 Minuteg
after the preparation for analysis: To 25 ml. of ethyleneoxide $ample (already clilut,ed

to 30 times by volume) add the 2 ml. of Schiff's reagent,then in 20 minutes a'gter
the preparation the inaximum colouring can be obtained for severa], lgind$ of cc/}n‑

centrations of acetaldehyde. The mean time for measurement requires for 5 rninutes

and within this time many readings can be gained with the minimum error, ln the
case of O.OOI% concentration of acetaldehyde, oii using O.2 ml. Sciff's reagent the

maximum colouring appears al)out in 30 minutes after aclding.
Colouring by the Distilled Water only: This is seen to be due to the effect o'E pfl.

of the solution. On utilizing this phenomenon, even wiien very Iow aeetaldehyde

concentration is included, the % of acetaldehyde comtent is determined, When 2
ml. of the Schiff's reagent is used, O. OOOI% concentration o/f aldehycle in 'the L,5 ml.

of the prepared solution can be analyzed. As, however, aldehyde is 30 times diluted

by volume of ethyleneoxicle in order to avoid the intefrerence of the latter, the
limit of analysis with respect to the aldehyde in ethyleneoxide sample is O. OO:l,O,ti' at
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inost, When O.2 ml. of the Schiff's reagent is used instead of 2 ml., the degree of
colouring becomes higher than the latter case in the lower concentration of aldehyde,

In the case of higher concentration the situation is reversed, namely the colouring

becomes the lower when the reagent used is the less. In the case of using the O.2
ml., it is also coloured by the distilled water itself (Fig, 6), As $een in Fig, 7
the difference "a" of the colouring strength at the case of using the,2 ml. reagent
becomes the larger difference "b" at the using of the O.2 ml, reagent.
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Fig,G Colouring of distilied water by Fig.7 Colouring of extremely diluted

Schiffs reagent. acetaldehyde by Schiff's reagent.
Example of Expriment; Dissolve purified ethyletaeoxide which seems not to contain
acetaldehyde 4. 9995 g. into 50 ml. of O. OOI% acetaldehyde solution and dilut to 250

ml. with distilled water, using this as a test solution, This is the aqueous soltion
of 1150 (g.Iml,) ethyleneoxide containing 11500000 (g.!mi.) acetaldehyde, namely this

solution should contain O,OO02･% aldehyde. Add O.2 ml. of the Schiff's reagent to
both 25 ml. o'E this test solution and of the O. 001% standard solution of aldehyde in
water bath both at L50 and after letting alone for 3e minutes, compare the colourings

between them:
After letting alone for 10 min.

height of liquid layer cclouing ratio

stanclard soln. I5. 2mm 1

test soln, 7.6 5. 23
After letting alone for 3,O minutes

standard sohx 15mm. 1

test soln. 80 5,3

From the above values aldehyde content results ln O.OO02%, which is the valtte
estimatecl beforehand from the test solution.
Tomoda's Method54) (Ripper's Methad55))

The limit of this method with re$pect to acetaldehyde content in ethyleneoxide
is below O. O02% of aldehyde contemt at the case in which 20 g. of ethyleneoxide is

taken. O.4 mg. of acetaldehyde in 100 ml., namely the s times solution of C:Irl4'O,
can be quantitatively analyzed.

Measurement:
(1) Cool a dupiicated wlole pipet below 100C ancl pipet the 5 times clilut:ed CL,I'I4'O
sample of 20 ml. cooled by ice into a Erlenmeyer fiasl〈 (having its own StOl)t)Cti') Ot'

250 ml.

(2) Acld about 1 % NaHSOs solution by a 10 ml. whole pipet･
(3) After tightly plugging the flask, let it alone in a ice water bath‑

(4) On adding 1 % starch solution (O,s lml.), titrate this solution with a NllO's"
NllOO iodine normal solution, and designrn,ttt t,he required volume as x〈L nil･

(5) Add powdered NaHC03 excessively tt, that solution so much as undissolvc:cl
NaHCOs is always present on the bottom, titrate with the above normal ic)cline･
solution and clesignate the required volume as C ml,
(6) As a blank test, perform the above (2)･.v(4) at every a]ialysis arad clesigllate thc:

required normal solution as B ml.
Calculation of acetaldehyde % (in the case of N/IO iodine solution〉

(B‑A)

o. oo22ols × t or ) × 100
acetaldehyde % in a sainple : ‑‑‑･‑‑‑‑‑ sa‑mkpleuL9gl')'1'''"'''' "

According to this method it can not be recognized that the coexisting ethyleneoxide.

gives interferences below about 120C
Example of an Experiment : When a purified ethylenoxide completely i'ele,Ek$cxl
from acetaldehyde is titrated by this method after letting alone for 10, ;･S{) ax:cl {'jO

･ minutes, (B‑A) as well as C. are both zerQ in the error o'f experiment, vaaniely in
the neighborhood of this teinperature there is no reaction between ethyieneoxide an(l

NaHS03.
Ethyleneoxide reacts with NaHSOB at 60tv70"C as the following:

CH2 ‑ CII2 + NaHSOs 〉 HO.H2C.CH2. SOsNa

XO/ sodium isoethionate

or fi‑hydroxyethanesulfonate

On passing ethyleneoxide into NaHSOs solution, the above reaction progresses
quantitatively at 60A,700C. NaHSOs solution seems to be neutral in pH.

Acetaldehyde reacts with NaHSOs solution as the following:

pH〈7

OH

cHsCHO + Nal{[SOs X,idic he‑‑‑･.tinCgllBCH〈Naso3
This eaaction is utilized in order to refine the acetaldehyde.

Principle of Tomeda's Method: At pH〈7, for pH of the ordinary water or distilled
water are in this range, the above reaction has advanced to the right hand sidve.
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Therefore, it is the essence of Ripper's rnethod that, on adding NaHSOs excessively,
the excess part i$ titrated by iodine solution. As a resuit of titration by iodine, HI

and HiiS04 are produced and at the end of the titration pK becomes 2. After the
correct titration by i()dine with starch indicator, on adding NaHC03 until the
undissolved one coiatinues to present on the bottom, pH becomes 8 at wbich the
above reaction shift$ by several % to the left hand side. Therefore, if titrated
iznme(leately after adding NaHCOs by the iodine normal solution,as NaHSOs which
goe$ on to dissociate by several % is cousumed by the titration, all NaHS03 which
had been combined with CHuCHO is thus gradually isolated and titrated completely,
It is the Tomoda's method to use this titrat,ion value, The above volue of A is the

one of iodine corresponding to NaHSOs which has remained without binding with
CHsCHO, and C is the value of iocline wl}i'ch had been combined exactly with
CIIsCHO. If letting alone for a long time without titrating immediately after adding

NaHC03, pH becomes near 9 and like a middle compound between CHsCHO and S,
which cannot 1)e decomposed eveu by HNOB and Br2, is produced, making an error
by Tomocta's method, I'n the case of the quantitative analysis of the extremely
sma!1 quantity, the error on titrating operation are negligible, for even the first
sig, nificant figure is doubtful in this case, A$ things are said about aldehyde content

in the synthesis of polyethyleneglycol, it is important to question how is the gro.de

of aldehyde content, In this titraeing methocl, on showing the aldehyde content by

weight %, the content can be represented in the range of error within ± 10% by
two significant figures "p to the limit o'f inspection.

'lrornoda's method is the one which uses the C in the above computation equa‑
tion of acetaldehycle content, while Ripper's rnethod uses the (B‑A) instead of C.
The characteristic of the difference between Tomoda's one and Ripper's one consists

in the fact that when the aldehyde content of 30 mg. is analyzed the latter gives
almost always the higher value$ by 2 mg. than the former. It are experienced that
the error in the operation of analysis can be guaranteed within O.3 mg. for the
treatrnent of 3e mg, of acetaldehyde. Ripper's method and Tornoda's one ean be
performed at the same tirne, requiring about one hour, while the colorimetry by
the Schiff's reagent requires some 40 minutes.
Superiority between the Coleriinetry and the [fitration Method:

(1) As to the operation, the superiority can not be discussed between the both
' methods, however, the tltration method is more general.
(2) As to the experimental values, the value from Tomoda's methodi can be used
almo$t always with confidence, while in the case of Schiff's reagent method if the
standard aldehyde solution is to be reliable andi the interfernces of coexisting impu‑

rities in the reagent are missing or they are in a 1〈nown magnitude, the value of
the colorimetry seems to be coryect.

Ponndorf's Methed (Argentometry)

90 }{[aruo Go:･oi･i No. l)7
This method is the quantitative microanalysis o'f aldehyde and the onei z'fi}･C{'}ii'i"

mendecl by I.G, Ludwigshafen. Using AgNO,, MgSO, ancl NaOH etc., after SIOSV
redoxidation reaction, the solution is acidi･fied in order to dlissoive Ag:O by 1 :Ii:SO･i,

Etnd removing metalic silver, then dissolved into nitric acicl and tit:ratcd by tihc]･

Volhard procedure. This method carriecl is on quantitatively,

MANUFACTURE OF EMULPHOR‑O 100% ACTIvE ?ASTIS AND CATALYSIS OF
ET}IYLENEOXIDE REACTION (Method of F. I. A. T. Final Report NO, 1'14･1 pl,), 5!)'""tSO)
The author answered to Nippon Yusi ( o liinited about hi$ question in re･gax'rcl tw
the method o'ti manu'Eacturing on the. a{lclition polyineirization of about :S5 Moices
ethyleneoxide to cetyl alcohol appearec:1 i's( P. B. report as follow$:

Example of Manufacturing: Putt sperm oil alcohol of 1, ,1;SO lb, in a rk}･act,ion

vessel, me!t by heating and acld 5.7 lb. of NaOH to it. Heat to 11eO''C zu)der
va.cuum (about 100 miTx,Hg) with stirring, keeping on wit;h this procc'.clure ft,)r c'}nee

hour. Subsequently cool it to 80QC and acid 2(tls) quarts of water, Close tlick ve.sse!

and pass nitrogen to remove air in it at least three tiines, finaily set it,s gE!uzge

pressure at O,3atm. Heat the contents in the vessel to 15U ‑" 160"C, and supl,〉iy
liquid ethyleneoxide of 682 gallons to it by the presstire of 3 atm. of a supply･･･teink

with stirring. The supply‑velocity is about 25ty50 gallons per hour, IIc')1cl tha

reaction temperature at 150t‑v160"C under the gauge pressure of 1.5･w2 atm, by
passing cooling water through a jaket.
The Questions from Nippon Yusi Co. ; ,
(1) What object has the reduction of pressure? If it is co;asrdered to be a clehyclra･

ting operation, the later addition of water has no meaning.
(2) It is considered that if water is added in order to disperse the NmOH catalysst

in the system, it seems better for the sake of the effect of dispersic)n to acld a
NaOH solution prepared betorehand. Then what a role has the addition of wt/tter ?
The AuthDr's Answer; He considers the reduction of pressure a$ tlae opeeration
of deliydration, It is general for desiccation to use the teinperature about 20.‑:SO"C

higher than the boiling point of the material to remove, In this case the stirring
can be used as the substitute for the capillary tub2 to make boiling. The Qbject of
dehydration is perhaps to realize the equilibrium reiation;

ROH + NaOH ‑‑‑‑‑〉 RONa + H20,
as alrep.cly mentioned, which is considered as the true form of the catalysis in the
ethyleneoxide polymerization at 120‑v130eC. In order to shift this relation to the
right hand side, the dehydration is necessary to perform. In the case of polyetlzyl‑
eneglycol the dehydration is naturally performed by the strong hygroseopic pro. peyty

of surplus glycol merely by heating the glycol with NaOH added.
The later addition of water perhaps has no object to disperse the NaOH catalyst,
ancl on the contrary to the question the effect of dispersion should become worse in

the case in which NaOH is added as the aqueous solution, for sperm oi! alcokol
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can hardly mix well with water; it is the reason why the former can be distilled
with steani. As the aMnity between NaOH and water is so strong that, in the case

of addi]ag NaOH, poekets for NaOH aq. is produced in the system and NaOH
embraced 1)y H:･O can hardly be dispersed to catalyze the addition polymerization
smoothly.
When water is ac!ded the equilibrium relation has already shifted to the right
hanci sicle and t:he RONa has been distributed extending through the system, Water
adclecl is the catalyst as the one contribLtting the above relation, The ainount of it

is of the exte!)t which cannot permeate itato the system for the sake of its insolu‑
bility in s,perm oil alcohol, and hence it c'.a}i not shift the relation coinpletely to
the le'Et huncl side, Superfiuous water which rtN adtded after forming aleoholate assists

for NaL ion to move about in the $ystem ii/i order to act as catalyst uniformly with

al} molecules o￡ spc}rm oil alcohol; in due time the produet of polyinerization
perhaps goes on to 1)e' coine fainiliarer with water mole￠ules. On that occasion that

molecttle$ which are needed to the equilibrittm relation acting as catalyst become

easier to remain in the systeni in spite ef high temperature such as 150‑‑1600C
under 1.5･s"2 atm. (gauge pressure).

EXPERIMENtl[Ss
inpurities in crude Ethyleneoxide llsed :
ethyleneoxicle 96.8.e･V (J)eckert's !nethod aiineliorated)

water O. 63 (Cari‑‑Fischer's !nethod)
dichloroethane O. 3g (clecon'iposing by KOH)

acetaldehyde O.35 (Tomoda's method)
ethylenechlorhyclrine O.04 〈by the method from Analyticat Cheinistry 20, 68 (1948))

C02 〈.). OOxl

total 98. 20.er･o
One of the lixperimental Facts
In irnitation of P, B, report, actd the solution of CHaOH which contains CH30Na

in the concentration of 10 ,O･o/ to polyentylenegiycol of M.W. 1540, and pass NL,

through the $y$tem to remove CH30H at 130"C for 15 minutes by using batch system
vvith stirring, Then the velocity of absorption of ethyleneoxide appeared to be
smaller than the case of NaOE{ catalyst.

The explanation Q￡ thi$ fact is as fo11ows; for instance, water wlLich should
be a catalyst of plymerization for ethylene‑･oxide decreases the reaction velocity of

ethyleneoxide when it is used too much; 109 g. of NaOH makes already a saturated
solution along with 100 g. of water ancl by this water it loses its abiiity of dehyd‑

ration, Therefore, sc) rnuch quantiy of water with a little NaOH can keep colouring

away from polyetkylenegiycol, but on the contrary it decreases the rate of absorp‑

tion of ethyleneoxide, CH30H is an organic solvent lil{e water, The rate {,}'f poly'

merization on adding ethyleneoxide to methanol is perhaps small under All〈ali
catalyst in the same manner as the reaction between HL,O and ethylenec')xicle･. It i$
natural for the rate of reaction to be decea$ed for the sake of its so mu(:･1i amOunt

remaining in the system, for it is insudicient to remove methanol comple･tzctly by

passing nitrogen through the system for ls minutes at 130"C. rn the synthesis of
polyethyleneglycol there are quite opposite phenomena from the case 〈)f thc 1,)e$t
procedure, in spite of performance in the imitation of the socallecl best metho〈1 as
seen in the colouring phenomena and the al/sorption rate of ethyleneoxi,de,

Another one of Experimental Facts
In the case of the polynierization t'"}' polyethylenegoycol o'f M, W. IIOO, thct
following results were obtained ;
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(1) The case of using a di$persatQr56):

Q When excessive quantity of ethyleneoxicle in passing through
･wags

.",,t, the System was O"v5%, the total time for polymerizatic〉n
gaS was required for 10 1iours and tlie reaetion ternperature usred

‑‑

was 1300C, where the quantity of NaOH cataiyst was Ll'3 .".lv"
of glycol (whose quantity was 1 kg. ). When, in aiiother cnse,

the excessive quantity of that was l7 %, the required tiine

was4hours and5minutes, and in this case the reaction
Fig.1O

. . could not be controled by cooling and the temperature

Vessel withamounted
dispersator.
. where the quantities (〉f
to 1510C at the maximum,
NaOH and glycol as well as other condition were the same as before. In both ca$es
The polyethyleneglycol were coloured.
(2) The case of spouting up of ethyleneoxide through glass fllter (see Fig. 2):
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When the excessive quantity was Ot‑‑5 %, the total time was 6 hours at 130aC,
where NaOH and glycol used were the same as the above. (glass filter NO. 4 was
used). In this case colourless produet was obtained.

Though it i$ anticipated that in the case of excessive passing by 20% of ethy‑
leneoxide the reaction time wili be required for 8.6 hours or so from the foliowing
'three do.t2,}., 1)ut the above 'fact shows that it is 4 hours or shorter.

% of excessive total C2H‑.O, spouting dispersator

CL,I{4'O, (moles) method, method

3 5.6 6 10

20 6.5 IT,. :.l, (8. 6)
The effectt of dispersator /Eor the polyinerizat,i{m of ethyl‑

C2H4･O

ene oxide i$ considered w,s follows: the above fact that the t

time re(tuired was 10 hour$ which is longer than the case "
of spc/}uting metho.di woulcl be clue to the inappropriate
property of stirring for the inhoniogeneous reaction between

glyeol and gaseous ethyleneoxide even with high ability of
dispersator (see Fig. 11). On the contray, the fact that the

abo,ve shm"ter time of the reaction, namely 4 hours or so,

was required in the case of 17 % excess of ethyleneoxide Fig.11 stirring
would be due to the local heating resulted frorn the peculiarity with dispersator･

of dispersator together with the heat of polymerization, which is calculated as 22
kcal,/mole from the heat of combustion of polyethyleneglycol, as well as the pre$‑
sure effect by centrifugal force given by the strong rotation of dispersator,

At all events in the case of using dispersator it is needed to take care of the
colouring as we!1 as the depolymerization due to the local heating or severe condi‑
tions and under certain circumstances by the material which makes the disper$ator.
Refinernent of Ethyleneoxide (Rernovernent of Acetaldehyde)

In order to refine the ethyleneoxide, soda lime tower is used in a experiment
of small scale, but there is a diMcult matter to industrialize with it. Soda 11me is

a catalyst for polymerization whose strength is much weaker than NaOH and KOH.
The weak points of using soda lirne are as follows: (1) It is diMcult to remove
from the tower im order to exchange it, for aldehyde resin sticks to it very tightly.
〈2) As the insides of tower cannot be seen, it is diMcult to determine its decreasing
degree of activity. (3) Soda lime removes aldehyde by polymerization of the latter;

as the temperature rises by the heat of the polymerization its ethciettcy of the
removement of aldehyde falls off so much, but it is diMcult to cool the insides of

the tower. The eMciency of the removement is higher at about 180C andit falls as
the temperature rises in a laboratory experiment (notice that the boiling point of
acetaldehyde is about 200C, while that of ethyleneoxide is about 10.70C). When the
temperature is the iower the loss o'f ethyleneoxide becomes the larger.

Prior to passing through the soda lime tower, it is needed to ch'y ttcretw.lciehydtt
Sufficien'tly by CaO,otherwise acetaldehyde cai:t not be removecl. 'I'he eflicieiic:y 〈'}f

removement changes depending on the hygroscopicity.
Ameliorated Method to remove Acetaldehyde: It is goocl to use cc}:tccnitrat･ad
aqueous solution of NaOH (40 %) ; by this metliocl acetaldehyde decreasJe.s to oiie
tenth. According to experiences the concentratien of acetw.lclehyde at thc･}･ 'forr}iat/icni
ethyienechiorhydrine〈.Rtcig 5?dneeiOtyXciidee(smaii qttantity)

of ethyleneoxide from ethylenechlorhydrin{･ ih･, ubout o, 4No. 5%. Thotigh pas$ing c)･t･hyl"

eneoxiqe through art aqueous soltttion {,t' NaOH (40 %), it cloees not isomeirize ELt

room teirLperature. The moisture of ethyleneoxide after I)assing tin'ough it is ;lot
almost altered, therefore, it is suMfient to malce ready the clrying tiow'ctr of (:;tO

erude iiiiMediately aft;er the exit.
d',"Hfir.eg rti〉 /C2H4'O The impurities of ethyleneoxide aye retm()vcr.ci

x by sl towers
o'fthe
each
50 stairs
in An)eric:t/i;
it i$
"('‑‑T cesnjectured
that
first
tower wiii
pe,rhi/zps i'cy.#
niove water, the second tower will remove dichlor･
ethane, the thilrd tower will reinove materifils of

NaOHaq, boiling points in the range 20N80"C;, and thee 'fc}:'th
(40%) ‑ tower will remove acetaldehyde, Two towers {'〉f lO:
Fig'12f,oi,),L,ii'8fliZa./r?.?o?f CgH4'O stairs are,also used for industrial uses in America,

atid by this arrarmgement aldehyde ii: ethylexxeoxidee
falls below O. ,1%. By' the way, a tower can divides components into two parts only.

An Example of refining Processes of Ethyleneoxide by 4o % NaOreI
When ethyleneoxide of 95 % (weight) is passed thro, ugh NaO}I aq, (40 %} in a
rate of 50rv60 1(liquid)lhr. at 30"C, the purity of ethyleneoxide is not changed in the
experimental error, and the concentration of O. 9% of acetraldehyde fall$ to that c〉fi

O.3%; NaOH aq. is diluted by 3% and glycol increases by 2% (weight) in ;SONajO
hours. Total NaOH aq, used is about L50 l., the velocity of ethyleneoxide pasgirug
through NaOH aq. is 8. 281. Isec., the contact area of ethyleneoxidewith NaOH aq.
is 238 crna, the contact time between them is O, 037 sec., and the veloeity of chauge

from ethyleneoxide to glycol is O.O0684 mole〈glycolY$￡ic. =::
5cm

O.424g.fsec. (the voiume of glycol i$ about 55.9 tnl,Ymc)lee

‑‑‑ l : = at 1 atm., the volume of liquid ethyleneoxide is abotzt t!!'}. S)

15cm

( C eH4'

‑ ‑‑ ml.!mole). If roughly calculated the velocity const3,nt "k"
of ethyleneoxide to glycol is 4. 34 × 10"e:

l･,,IN
,zagHi?ci,:s,tiriOwl,in

Man.facl'i,,2･k20S8.k,Illl8,ieg;eB,whk5,kZSkll2',?R̀IX'2,l¥Sliff,,aC,h

Fi

oxidebyNaOHaq,('4o%) until. M. W, 4000)
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(1) Raw material
Distillation of I￡tliylenec')xide: ethyleneoxide in which the concentration of alde‑
hycle shoulcl be below O. Ol' 2･oi is di$tillecl through the socla lime tower with O. 2 ml.!1.
hr. o'f space vel()cit;y,

Ii)i$til!ation (;)f GIycoi: at 89:le"1"C (IL.5 min. Hg), refltix r'atio is 1110,

Preparation of CI'InONa: methanol 13Lt2 g.; Na 46 g,; a quantity of irnethanol
collected after thce rcr:'action is L,･16 g. (9(5%); the reactioii teinperature is 400C.

Preparation of NttOI'I: let NaOH which is melted in a Ni or stainless crucible,
flow on an ir()n plate, am,cl $tore it in a tightly plugged bottle. (decrease of weight
is about 10 .0"a at v.11〉

(2) (g}Liantity ofi C;o.t;aly$t: utscv' a (luantity of N;t.t)H so as to be O.05% of the last

quantlty at every st:ep, but use CIyl30Na to be O.1 % of the last quantity in the
case of the reaction (',f M･W, ],540 ‑〉 M.W. 4000.
(t‑3) Licittid c)f Rew.￠tioiz: glycol ancl M.W, 300 of polyethyleneglycol are both liquid

at rc)om temperature. I?olyethy!eneglycol of M,W, 1540 is used after melting at
7oac.
Et!rLyleneoxicle: it is treatecl at 80C.

(4) Displacement of air in the reaction system by nitrogen with an aspirator for
the prevention of explo$ion,
(5) Prelixninary Heating. o'E Rea￠tion Tower: at 125t‑v1300C.
(6) Cooling of the Coc}ler as well as the Collecting Tank of Ethyleneoxide withdrawn,
at sec.
(7) Generator of Ethylenec)xicle; heat it at 12rv240C, (messcylinder).
(8) Resistaiice of Spouting Plate, R: it is experienced :as fo11ows,

R(cm. Hg)j =:P‑‑ p‑ O,･077h
where P:'="wsupplying pressure, ppt･pre$sure of gas on the reacting liquid (cm. Hg),

h==height of liquid 〈cm,), these are to be of values measured when oneto three
bubbling lines are rising into the liquid in the vessel, Therefore, the value of R
is assumed to be a fun￠tion of h (see Fig. 2).

(9) tiH:=･‑‑ P‑‑ p‑ h･‑R (cm. Hg): read mercuric manometers at each reaction and

rnake (P‑p), then dH is measured from the value h, and hence R. dH is used in
order to control the polymerization reaction.

(10) Reading the graduation of gemerator of ethyleneoxide gas ancl the height of
reacting liquid in the vessel for cQntrol of the reaction.

(11) The end point of the reaetion is known by the height of reacting liquid on
the x?Lrhole ancl is tested by the measuring of the melting point picking up the
sample by a capirally tube.
(12) Neutz'alization: it is performed by the quantity of calculatecl quantity of acid.

If Alkali catalyst is u$ed over the standard of ashes, neutralize the product by
H,S04 ancl filter. Neutralization by HCI is dithcult to filter the procluct. Neutraliza‑
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tion by acetic acid reinains a stench in the product, hence it cannot be used

Grantecl quntity of maximtun ashes (weight %)
M,W‑ li'9!L ;OO "v 60S);･ 1.(29/9‑‑ pt,E990 '‑ ,L500; 1540; 4000; 6000

.Oi. O, 10 O. 10 O, 10 O. 20 0. 20
A Device of Bearing I'art ef a Dispersator
I'f a dispersator with :SOOO‑N‑4000 r.p,in. is used for polymarization equiprnent,

in order that no compressthct C:E[40 gas comes to that part rubbing against the
bearing, which is the danger zone for explosion of CL,HdO, by utilizing the centrifugal

force of the dispersator a devic:e of bearing part is considered as follows;

s} i) (kg.)
Ceiiti'ifLig.al force F.‑.‑: iilff/6iilX"
where n::‑'r,p. i'n,, in::･:; nia$s of oil or Hg, etc,, and r=raclius of clisk. When, for

example, r::･::3m., }Iff;･:･rlOOg., a 'foree F acting on the wall, "a" (Fig. 17), is F==

270 1〈g,, then the centri'fugal force per unit area at the disk periphery h (Fig.18)
is

'2' grh' (kg･ ),

where h‑‑‑width of disk periphery, If, for instance, the pressure of ethyleneoxide
is 2kg. /cm.e, it is sufilicient thatt the value of centrifugal force of oil etc. acting on

the wa,il, a (Fig. 17), is much greater than that value, as' C2H̀O does not come
in this case over a to the bearing part and does not contact with the heat of beariug.

If the equipment like Fig. 19 is used, the strong points of spouting up method and･
of the stirring method by clispersator are both gratified, considering well as to the

decolouring of the process for polymerization.

edtighttyN
),￠ooling by eireulating oil

J

￠oolingby

spnce
disk

aei

' 'i

eii of hoeraVHYgMeatScr poo ooo oe }h

agap7t

Naetedbytheofeth

of ethyleneoxide

disp̀ersator ,
disp̀ersato

Illl

Fig. 17 Bearing part for safty from Fig. 18 Fig. 19

ethyieneoxide Disk in Fig. 17

Table 3
An example aimecl at the synthesis of white colored polyethyleneglycol
(by the metlivd of spouting up through a glass filter),
Starting Materials

Reaction

material weight catalyst
(g.)
200

NaeH

300

200

NaON

1540

200

CHsONa

glycol

.‑....rrtnttm

Raw Products

‑+‑‑lhTmm‑‑H.‑.
temp,

(oC) hreurs

125"s‑

O, 5g,
O. 6g.

2g,

product magnifica‑
(g.)
tiOll

pH*

(sec,)
. .{ , ,{iyJ/ s}1. I:

colour

11xlvk

7

985

4, 9

10. :,

41

colorlc ss

M,VV.

,;,

8

600

4. 7

9, 9

120

c"lorlcss

MIW.

"

8

660

2. 9

9, 8

683

13oo

BOO

1540

lcolc)riessll' iVI' Xl/I,}bo

* values measurecl‑tt.".‑FTn‑invat‑
in s% agueous solutions at 2soc, ''""ww‑'‑""'"''"'"'''‑""" ''‑"''''"' ' ' ' '

Table 4 Physical Proparties of Ethyleneglycoi
Absorption spectra Absorption maximuni are approxiinately at 9547A, 9610A (E･th･tOII htn'mvnie

band) In comparison with monohydroxy aliphatic alcohols tliere is very weulc
absorption in this range, it is said that this will be clue to the clissucitt{:ic}n {'}f

giycel molecules. 57)

Raman spectra See Hibber's worlc,58)
Azeetropes Azeotropesare not formed with H20, 1‑‑Butanoi, Ca}i[ts Cyclohex(,nne, Cyck}hexunc)l

and 1‑･Hexanol, the others generally form azeotropes,
Boiiing point 197. 60C 〈760mm).
Density (true value) 1,11336 g,!ml. (200C)
Dielectric constant 38,66 e.s.u, (200C, at 150 meters)

Dipole moment 2.20 !: O,02×;oiH e.s,u, (3oOC)
Electric conductivity 1.07×10 mhos (25eC)
Entropy of formation 39.9 kcal.!mo!e!eC59) (2saC)
Free energy of formation ‑8P.2 lccal./mole.59〉

Freezing point ‑130C
Heat of combustion ‑‑283.3 kcal./inole (at constant presstzre, 20eC)

Heat of formation ‑‑180,1 kcal,/mole60) (20nC)
Heat of fusion 44.7 lccal.

Heat of dissolution C2Hd.(OH)2 forrned, O.60 cal. Imole evelved.61) ･
Heat of vaporization 191 cal./g. (760nim)

Molecular entropy ‑105.4 kcal.!OC59).
Molecular volume 55.904ml, (25"C) 59.045ml. (1050C)

Molecular weight 62. 07
Apparent spcific gravity 1.1155 (20"C120"C)
Specific heat O. 561 cal. /g.leC (20"C"･ s. h. = O. 538+O. OOI13tO

Total surface energy 74,52 ergs. (at b.p.)62)
Surfaae tension 48.4 dyneslcm. 〈2eeC); s.t. =50.21‑‑O.089te

vapor pressure o,o6mm (2ooc); log pL‑7.ssos‑‑‑ig31
ViScosity 20,93 c.p. 〈200C〉

.9s5+7

t. (loo to lsoornm)
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Table 5 Physical properties of ethyleneoxide
Azeotropes refevencefi4)
Boiling point 10, 7"C (760mm)65)
Critycal pressure 104･3 psia
I)ensity (true vttlue) O,8697 g,/ml,
I)ieleetric constEtnt 13. 9 e, s. u, (‑‑ lo"C)66)

Electric moment 1. 88×10t" 67)
IL'ntropy (total) 57.38 c:al,!OC/ml. (10.50C, 760mm)68)
Entropy (tot:nl) 57,94 cal.!"Clml. 〈2S,O"C, 7'60mnv
Limit o'f ct,xploslon in the air 1 100% (volume)

Vpper liinit i
Lower limit J 3% (voltune〉
I?reezing, point ‑‑111.B"C

I‑Ieat of combustion 312,55 tt O.20 1{cal,lg,/mole69) (25"C, 760mni; ,
I･Ieat of formation (vttpor) 17 kcal./g,lrnole70)
Hoat of fomnation 〈liquid) 23.3 1〈cal, ts. /mole. 70)

l･Ieat ef fusion 1236.4 ￠Ql,lmoie, ee)

Heat oE dissolution into wttter 1,5 kcal,fmole 70) 〈constant pressure)
Heat of evaporation 2ti5 Btu!lb, 65) (10, 7"C, 760mm)

}{[eat of evaporation 6101 :i‑ 6 cal,/mole os) (10.5"C, 760mm)
Heat of evaporation 〈total) 6082 eal,lmole oa) 〈10,50C, 760mm)

Temperature of combustion in tl'ie air 429"C7i) (760mm)
Melting point ‑‑‑112. 51"C71)
Molecular heat 16,35 cal,1"Clmole 74) C160.650K, melting point)

19,80 aal,/"Cknole〈‑ " ‑‑)
Molecular volume 49.9as) //10.7"C, 760mm)

Molecular weight 44,06
Valence angle of oxygen 77"67)

Apparent speeific gravity O. 871174) 〈200C/200C) ,
Specific heat O. 268 cal,lg./OC72) {34PC, 760mm)

Temperature of spontaneous combustion s71eC73)
Vapor pre$sure 21.2 psia74) (20"C) (1890mm Hg at 129.50C〉
Ab$olute viscosity O. 32 c. p. 65) 〈O"C)
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SUMMARY AND ADDENDUM
In this paper CI), a course of colouring as wetl as the'device of decolouring
about the polynterization process, the mechanism of polymerization catalysis, the
op'timum reaction temperature, and its manufacturing conditions etc, are di'scussed

in detail in connection with polymerization reaction of ethyleneoxide, which i$
inade via ethyleneclirorhydyine, to pQlyethyleneglycol,
In the next pl:,tce the author states in respect to "the synthesi$ Qf hexachloro"

benzene from non･r‑･B.}I,C, for the manufacture of pentachlorophenol" and "the
synthesis of ethyleneimine"; in the former liexachlerobemzei:e is synthesized from
the de.composit;ioii of non‑‑r･B.H,C. by heat x,ti/id the simultaneous chlorination of it

in gaseous phase at 600̀'C, and in the ttttter ethyleneimine is produced a!ong
with the yield of 80, 3% (purity of 97%) and of 84, 2%(21. 5%) from monoethanolamine,
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